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Abstract: Let g be a semi-simple Lie algebra, and let ĝ be the correspond-
ing affine Kac-Moody algebra. Consider the category of ĝ-modules at the
critical level, on which the action of the Iwahori subalgebra integrates to an
algebraic action of the Iwahori subgroup I ⊂ G((t)). We study the convolu-
tion functors on this category which send a ĝ-module M to ZV ? M, where
ZV is the ”central” sheaf on the affine flag scheme G((t))/I, corresponding
to a representation V of the Langlands dual group of G. We show that
each object M of our category is an ”eigen-module” with respect to these
functors, that is ZV ? M is isomorphic to V⊗Z M, where V is a vector bun-
dle, corresponding to V , defined over the spectrum of the center Z of our
category. In order to establish this isomorphism, we interpret the two sides
functorially, using the notion of fusion product of modules over the affine
Kac-Moody algebra.

Introduction

The goal of this article is two-fold. On the one hand, it constitutes the second
in the series of papers devoted to the study of the category of representations
of an affine Kac-Moody algebra at the critical level in connection with the local
geometric Langlands correspondence. On the other hand, we study from the
geometric point of view the concept of fusion of modules over an affine Kac-
Moody algebra, or, more generally, chiral modules over a chiral algebra that
admits an algebraic group as a group of its symmetries.
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0.1. Let us explain the first perspective in some detail. In [FG2] we proposed a
framework for the local geometric Langlands correspondence. Namely, let G be
a semi-simple algebraic group (over C or any other algebraically closed field of
characteristic 0), and let us consider G((t)) as a group ind-scheme. We proposed
that to a “local Langlands parameter” σ, which is a Ǧ–bundle with a connection
on the punctured disc (where Ǧ is the Langlands dual group of G), there should
correspond a category Cσ equipped with an action of G((t)).

Unfortunately, in general we could not characterize Cσ in a unique way by a
universal property. However, we conjectured that this category is closely con-
nected to the category of representations of the affine Kac-Moody algebra ĝ at
the critical level.

To describe this connection, let us recall that, according to [FF, F], the center
Zg of the completed enveloping algebra of ĝcrit is isomorphic to the algebra of
functions on the space Opǧ(D×) of ǧ-opers on the punctured disc D× (where
ǧ is the Langlands dual Lie algebra of g). We recall that a ǧ-oper on D× (or,
more generally, on any curve) is by definition a Ǧ-bundle FG equipped with a
connection ∇, together with an additional datum, namely, a reduction of FG to
a Borel subgroup of Ǧ, which is in a particular relative position with respect to
∇.

For a fixed ǧ-oper χ, which we regard as a character of Zg, we can consider the
sub-category ĝcrit-mod χ of the category ĝcrit-mod of all discrete modules at the
critical level, on which the center acts according to this character. This category
carries a canonical action of G((t)) via its adjoint action on ĝcrit.

We proposed in [FG2] that ĝcrit-mod χ should be equivalent to the sought-after
category Cσ, where σ corresponds to the pair (FG,∇) underlying the oper χ.
This guess entails a far-reaching corollary that the categories ĝcrit-mod χ1 and
ĝcrit-mod χ2 for two different central characters χ1 and χ2 are equivalent once we
identify the underlying local systems (F1

G,∇1) and (F2
G,∇2).

In [FG2] we discussed various consequences of this proposal, and in particular,
a concrete conjecture about the structure of the full subcategory ĝcrit-mod I,m

nilp of
the category of ĝcrit-modules. Its objects are I-monodromic ĝcrit-modules (where
I is the Iwahori subgroup of G((t))), which are supported, as Zg-modules, over a
certain sub-scheme Opnilp

ǧ ⊂ Opǧ(D×).

Our conjecture was that the derived category of ĝcrit-mod I,m
nilp is equivalent to

the derived category of quasi-coherent sheaves on the scheme ˜̌g/Ǧ ×
ǧ/Ǧ

Opnilp
ǧ , where

˜̌g → ǧ is Grothendieck’s alteration, and Opnilp
ǧ → ǧ/Ǧ is a canonical residue map
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Resnilp, introduced in [FG2]. In [FG2] we proved a weaker statement that certain
quotients of these two categories are equivalent.

In order to prove this conjecture in full we need to know a wide range of results
about the structure of the category ĝcrit-mod . One class of such results has to
do with the Harish-Chandra convolution action of D-modules on G((t)) on the
derived category D(ĝcrit-mod ).

0.2. In [FG2] we explained, following [BD], that the appropriately defined I-
equivariant derived category Db(D(FlG)crit-mod )I of critically twisted D-modules
on the affine flag scheme FlG = G((t))/I acts on the I-equivariant derived category
Db(ĝcrit-mod )I of ĝcrit-modules.

This structure is called the Harish-Chandra convolution action, and its
origin is the action of the affine Hecke algebra (whose categorification is
Db(D(FlG)crit-mod )I) on the space of I-invariant vectors in any representation
of the group G over a local non-archimedian field.

The category Db(D(FlG)crit-mod )I contains special objects, the so-called cen-
tral sheaves ZV , V ∈ Rep(Ǧ), introduced in [Ga]. They correspond to the central
elements of the affine Hecke algebra.

The main result of the present paper is that all objects of ĝcrit-mod I are eigen-
objects with respect to the functor of convolution with the central sheaves. This
is one of the crucial steps in our project describing ĝcrit-mod I,m

nilp in terms of quasi-
coherent sheaves. Let us now explain more precisely what being an eigen-object
means in our set-up.

In Sect. 5.2, we explain that the support over the ind-scheme Spec(Zg) of
any object from ĝcrit-mod I is contained in the ind-subscheme Spec(Z̃int,nilp

g ) that
corresponds to opers which, as local systems on D×, have regular singularities
and a unipotent monodromy. We show also that to each V ∈ Rep(Ǧ) there
corresponds a vector bundle VeZint,nilp

g
over Spec(Z̃int,nilp

g ). The geometric meaning

of this vector bundle is the following: for a C-point χ ∈ Spec(Z̃int,nilp
g ) ' Opǧ(D×),

the fiber Vχ of VeZint,nilp
g

is isomorphic to the fiber at the origin of the canonical

(i.e., Deligne’s) extension from D× to D of the local system (FG,∇), underlying
χ.

The vector bundle VeZint,nilp
g

is equipped with a nilpotent endomorphism, corre-
sponding to the monodromy of the underlying oper.
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The main result of the present paper, Theorem 5.4, states that for any M ∈
ĝcrit-mod I and V ∈ Rep(Ǧ) we have a canonical isomorphism of ĝcrit-modules:

(1) ZV ? M ' VeZint,nilp
g

⊗
eZint,nilp

g

M,

such that the action of the monodromy on the left hand side, coming from the
definition of ZV via the nearby cycles functor as in [Ga], goes under this isomor-
phism to the nilpotent endomorphism of VeZint,nilp

g
mentioned above. Moreover, the

isomorphisms of (1) for different representations V are compatible, in a natural
sense, with the operation of tensor product.

Thus, for example, if M is an I-equivariant ĝcrit–module on which the center
Zg acts via the character corresponding to a particular χ ∈ Z̃

int,nilp
g , then the

isomorphism (1) becomes
ZV ? M ' Vχ ⊗

C
M,

where Vχ is as above.

0.3. The isomorphism stated in (1) has an analogue for the category of G[[t]]-
equivariant ĝcrit-modules (rather than I-equivariant ones). In this case the role
of the category D(FlG)crit-mod I is played by the category D(GrG)crit-mod G[[t]]

of G[[t]]-equivariant D-modules on the affine Grassmannian GrG = G((t))/G[[t]].
This category is a tensor category that is equivalent to the category Rep(Ǧ) of
finite-dimensional representations of Ǧ, see [MV] (it may also be thought of as a
categorification of the spherical Hecke algebra).

Hence, for each V ∈ Rep(Ǧ) we have the corresponding object FV in the
category D(GrG)crit-mod G[[t]]. A spherical version of our main theorem, Theo-
rem 1.10, states that for every M ∈ ĝcrit-mod G[[t]] there is a canonical isomor-
phism

(2) FV ? M ' VeZint,nilp
g

⊗
eZint,nilp

g

M.

Moreover, we obtain that the support of every such M over Spec(Z̃int,nilp
g ) is

contained in the ind-subscheme Spec(Z̃m.f
g ), corresponding to monodromy-free

opers.

Tautologically, the isomorphism (2) is a particular case of that of (1). Let
us specialize further to the case when M ∈ ĝcrit-mod G[[t]] is the vacuum module
Vcrit. In the latter case, the corresponding isomorphism

(3) FV ? Vcrit ' Vzg ⊗
zg

Vcrit.

is known, due to [BD].
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The main idea of this paper is that one can derive results such as (1) and (2)
from the special case when M = Vcrit. This is based on the operation of fusion
product, and this brings us to the discussion of the second perspective in which
one can view this paper.

0.4. Let A be a chiral algebra on a curve X, and let M1,M2 and N be chiral A-
modules. In this case one can consider the set of chiral pairings {M1,M2} → N.
These notions were introduced by A. Beilinson and V. Drinfeld in [CHA].

When A is a chiral algebra attached to a conformal vertex algebra V, and
M1,M2,N are obtained from V-modules, the notion of chiral pairing is similar to
that of intertwining operator between modules over V, see [FHL].

If for fixed M1 and M2 the functor that assigns to N the set of chiral pairings
{M1,M2} → N is representable, we shall call the representing object the fusion
product of M1 and M2.

Assume now that A is the chiral algebra Ag,κ, attached to a semi-simple Lie
algebra g and a symmetric invariant form κ : g ⊗ g → C. Then the category of
chiral Ag,κ-modules, supported at a given point x ∈ X is naturally equivalent to
the category ĝκ-mod of representations of the affine Kac-Moody algebra ĝ at the
level κ. (More generally, we can consider chiral algebras that admit G as a group
of symmetries, see Sect. 4.1).

Let us suppose now that κ is non-positive and integral. In this case, to every
V ∈ Rep(Ǧ) we can attach a chiral Ag,κ-module, denoted Γ(GrG,X ,FV,X), or
FV,X ? Ag,κ. It is constructed using the D-module FV ∈ D(GrG)κ-mod G[[t]],
which is well-defined for every integral κ.

Let M2 = M be any G[[t]]-equivariant (resp., I-equivariant) ĝκ-module. We
set M1 := Γ(GrG,X ,FV,X), or more generally, M1 := Γ(GrG,X ,FV,X) ⊗ E, where
E is a local system on the punctured curve X − x with a nilpotent monodromy
around x.

Our key technical tool is the assertion (see Theorem 2.6 and Theorem 6.6) that
in this case fusion products exist and are given by FV ?M in the G[[t]]-equivariant
case, and by (

(ZV ? M)⊗Ψ(E)
)

N

in the I-equivariant case, where Ψ(E) denotes nearby cycles of E at x, viewed as
a vector space with a nilpotent operator, and the subscript N stands for taking
coinvariants of the monodromy.

The proofs of the main Theorems, namely, 1.10 and 5.4, are obtained by show-
ing that the right-hand sides of the stated isomorphisms also represent the above
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functors of chiral pairings, and it is this last assertion that uses the result of [BD]
about the isomorphism (3).

Let us remark that the proofs of the main theorems do not actually use the
full statements of Theorems 2.6 and 6.6, but only the existence of the corre-
sponding maps in one direction, and their compatibility with tensor products of
representations.

0.5. Let us briefly describe the way this paper is organized. It is divided into
two parts.

In Part I we discuss in detail the G[[t]]-equivariant situation. In Sect. 1 we state
Theorem 1.10; in Sect. 2 we discuss the relationship between the fusion product
and Harish-Chandra convolution and state Theorem 2.6. In Sect. 3 we complete
the proof of Theorem 1.10, and finally in Sect. 4 we prove a generalization of
Theorem 2.6 in the framework of chiral algebras, endowed with a Harish-Chandra
action of the group G.

In Part II we show how to modify the material of Part I for the I-equivariant
situation. Thus, in Sect. 5 we state Theorem 5.4, and in Sect. 6 we derive it
from (a part of) Theorem 6.6. In Sect. 7 we prove a suitable generalization of
Theorem 6.6.

In the appendix, Sect. 8, we give a proof of the fact that the chiral bracket on
chiral algebras such as Ag,κ can be described using D-modules on the Beilinson-
Drinfeld Grassmannian.

The notation in this paper follows closely that of [FG2].

0.6. Acknowledgments. D.G. would like to thank Sasha Beilinson for patient
explanations and stimulating discussions.

The research of E.F. was supported by the DARPA grant HR0011-04-1-0031
and by the NSF grant DMS-0303529.

Part I: The spherical case

1. Convolution at the critical level

1.1. Recollections. Let g be a simple finite-dimensional Lie algebra. For an
invariant inner product κ on g (which is unique up to a scalar) define the central
extension ĝκ of the formal loop algebra g⊗ C((t)) which fits into the short exact
sequence

0 → C1 → ĝκ → g⊗ C((t)) → 0.
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This sequence is split as a vector space, and the commutation relations read

(4) [x⊗ f(t), y ⊗ g(t)] = [x, y]⊗ f(t)g(t)− κ(x, y) · Res(f · dg) · 1,

and 1 is a central element. The Lie algebra ĝκ is the affine Kac-Moody algebra
associated to κ. We will denote by ĝκ-mod the category of discrete representa-
tions of ĝκ (i.e., such that any vector is annihilated by g⊗ tnC[[t]] for sufficiently
large n), on which 1 acts as the identity.

Let κKil be the Killing form:

κKil(x, y) = Tr(ad(x) ◦ ad(y)).

A level κ is called critical (resp., positive, negative, irrational) if κ = c · κKil and
c = −1

2 (resp., c + 1
2 ∈ Q>0, c + 1

2 ∈ Q<0, c /∈ Q). A level κ is called integral is
it is an integral multiple of the standard inner product, normalized so that the
square length of the maximal root is equal to 2.

Next, we recall some notation and terminology from the theory of chiral al-
gebras introduced in [CHA]. Our chiral algebras will be defined on a smooth
algebraic curve X. We will fix a point x ∈ X, and identify D-modules supported
at x with underlying vector spaces.

We will denote by Dx and D×
x , respectively, the formal disc and the formal

punctured disc around x. If we choose a coordinate t near x, we obtain the
identifications Dx ' D := Spec(C[[t]]) and D×

x ' D× := Spec(C((t))),

Following [CHA] (see also [FG2], Sect. 10), we associate to g the Lie-* algebra
Lg = g⊗DX , and for each level κ its central extension Lg,κ by means of ωX . By
definition, the chiral algebra Ag,κ is the quotient of the chiral universal envelope
of Lg,κ obtained by identifying the two copies of ωX .

For the rest of this section we shall fix the level κ to be critical. Let zg be the
center of Ag,crit, viewed as a commutative D-algebra on a curve X. Denote by
zg,x the fiber of zg at the point x ∈ X, and let Zg be the topological commutative
algebra corresponding to zg and x, as defined in [CHA], Sect. 3.6.18.

There exists a canonical map from Zg to the center of the category ĝcrit-mod .
(The latter identifies tautologically with the center of the corresponding com-
pleted universal enveloping algebra Ũcrit(ĝ), see [FG2], Sect. 5.1 for more details.)
One can show that the map from Zg to Z(Ũcrit(ĝ)) is in fact an isomorphism, but
we will not use this fact.

Denote by ǧ the Langlands dual Lie algebra to g. Let Opǧ,X be the D-scheme
of ǧ-opers on X [BD]. The following isomorphism is proved in [FF, F]:

(5) zg ' Fun(Opǧ,X).
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Let consider also the spaces of ǧ-opers Opǧ(Dx) and Opǧ(D×
x ) on the formal

disc Dx and the formal punctured disc D×
x , respectively. The former is a scheme

of infinite type, and the latter is an ind-scheme. We refer the reader to Part I of
[FG2] for a detailed discussion of opers.

The isomorphism (5) implies that:

(6) zg,x ' Fun(Opreg
ǧ ),

where Opreg
ǧ := Opǧ(Dx), and

(7) Zg ' Fun(Opǧ(D
×
x )).

1.2. Vector bundles over opers. Let us denote by Ǧ the simple algebraic
group of simply-connected type, corresponding to ǧ. Then there is a tautolog-
ical Ǧ-bundle PǦ,Opǧ,X

over Opǧ,X equipped with a connection along X. For

any finite-dimensional representation V of Ǧ we will denote by VOpǧ,X
the corre-

sponding associated vector bundle over Opǧ,X , equipped with a connection along
X.

Via the isomorphism (5) we can view VOpǧ,X
as a locally free zg-module with a

connection, and we shall also denote it by Vzg . (We remark that as a zg-module,
Vzg is actually free, but there is no canonical choice of generators.) The fiber of
Vzg over x ∈ X is a locally free zg,x-module, which we will denote by Vzg,x .

Denote by z̃g,x the topological algebra equal to the completion of Zg with
respect to the ideal defining zg,x, i.e.,

z̃g,x := lim←−
n

Zg/Jn,

where Jn is the closure of the nth power of ker(Zg → zg,x). Let Spec(̃zg,x) be the
resulting ind-subscheme of Spec(Zg).

(In what follows, for a topological algebra A ' lim←− Ai, we shall denote by

Spec(A) the corresponding ind-scheme, i.e., ” lim ”−→ Spec(Ai). By a vector bundle
over an ind-scheme we shall mean a compatible system of vector bundles over its
closed subschemes.)

Proposition-Construction 1.3.

(1) The vector bundle Vzg,x naturally extends to a vector bundle Vezg,x
over

Spec(̃zg,x).

(2) For V, W ∈ Rep(Ǧ) and U = V ⊗W , there is a natural isomorphism Vezg,x
⊗
ezg,x

Wezg,x
' Uezg,x

.
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(3) Each Vezg,x
is equipped with a (pro)-nilpotent endomorphism NVezg,x

, and these
endomorphisms are compatible with the identifications of (2) above.

The rest of this subsection is devoted to the proof of this proposition.

By definition,
z̃g,x ' lim←−

z′g

z′g,x,

where z′g runs over the family of D-subalgebras of zg, such that the ideal ker(z′g,x →
zg,x) is nilpotent (here z′g,x denotes the fiber of z′g at x). Consider the following
general set-up:

Let B be a commutative chiral algebra on X, and let VX−x be a free finite-rank
B-module, equipped with a compatible connection along X. Assume that VX−x

admits an extension to a free finite rank B-module VX , on which the connection
along X has a pole of order ≤ 1 at x and its residue Res(∇,VX), thought of as
an endomorphism of the fiber Vx of VX at x, is nilpotent.

Let B′ ↪→ B be a chiral subalgebra, such that B′|X−x ' B|X−x, and such that
ker(B′x → Bx) is nilpotent.

Lemma 1.4. Under the above circumstances, VX−x, viewed as a B′-module over
X − x, admits a unique extension to a free finite rank B′-module V′X such that
VX ' V′X ⊗

B′
B, and such that the connection on V′X has a pole of order ≤ 1 at x.

In this case Res(∇,V′X) is also nilpotent.

Applying this lemma in our situation we obtain a locally free sheaf Vz′g over each
z′g as above. Moreover, the formation of Vz′g is compatible with tensor products
of representations, by the uniqueness statement of the lemma.

By taking the fiber of Vz′g at x we obtain a vector bundle Vz′g,x over each
Spec(z′g,x) as above, i.e., a vector bundle over Spec(̃zg,x). The endomorphisms
NVezg,x

|Spec(z′g,x) are equal to Res(∇,Vz′g).

Let us now prove Lemma 1.4. We have the natural morphisms B → Bx[[t]]
and B′ → B′x[[t]], compatible with connections. It follows from the Beauville-
Laszlo theorem [BL] (see also [BD]) that the problem of extension of VX−x to
X translates to a problem of extensions of locally free modules with connections
over Bx[[t]] and B′x[[t]]. Thus, we have to prove the following:

Lemma 1.5. Let B′ ³ B be a surjection of commutative algebras with a nilpotent
kernel. Let T ′ be a free module over B′((t)), endowed with a connection along t,
and let T be the corresponding B((t))-module. Let T0 ⊂ T be a B[[t]]-lattice, such
that t∂t · T0 ⊂ T0, and the endomorphism induced on T0/t · T0 is nilpotent. Then
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there exists a unique B′[[t]]-lattice T ′0 in T ′ with the same properties, such that
T ′0 ⊗

B′[[t]]
B[[t]] = T0 ⊂ T .

Proof. By induction, we can assume that I := ker(B′ → B) is such that I2 = 0.
Then we have a short exact sequence

0 → I · T ′ → T ′ → T ′/I · T ′ → 0,

where both I · T ′ ' I ⊗
B

T and T ′/I · T ′ ' T are B((t))-modules.

It is easy to see that T ′ admits at least one B′[[t]]-lattice ′T ′0, satisfying

(8) ′T ′0 mod I · T ′ = T0 and ′T ′0 ∩ I · T ′ = I[[t]] ⊗
B[[t]]

T0.

The operator t∂t, acting on ′T ′0 defines a B[[t]]-linear map

φ : T0 → I[[t]] ⊗
B[[t]]

T/T0.

Any other lattice T ′0 in T ′ that satisfies (8) differs from ′T ′0 by a B[[t]]-linear
operator

E : T0 → I[[t]] ⊗
B[[t]]

T/T0.

The condition for T ′0 to satisfy the assumption of the lemma reads as follows:

φ = [E, t∂t].

This equation is uniquely solvable by induction on the order of the pole, since
φ− k · Id is invertible whenever k 6= 0.

¤

1.6. A generalization. Let V µ be the irreducible g-module with highest weight
µ, and set Vµ = Indbgcrit

g[[t]](V
µ). Recall from [FG2], Sect. 7.6 that to any dominant

integral weight λ we have attached a subscheme Spec(Zλ,reg
g ) ⊂ Spec(Zg). The

following will be proved in Sect. 5.5:

Lemma 1.7. The support of Vµ over Spec(Zg) is contained in Spec(Zµ,reg
g ).

Let z
λ,reg
g be the commutative chiral algebra on X, isomorphic to zg over X−x

whose fiber at x is Spec(Zλ,reg
g ). According to [FG2], Sect. 2.9, for V ∈ Rep(Ǧ),

the locally free sheaf Vzg with a connection, defined on z
λ,reg
g |X−x, extends to

a locally free sheaf with a regular connection over z
λ,reg
g . We will denote the

resulting vector bundle over Spec(Zλ,reg
g ) by V

Zλ,reg
g

.
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Let Z̃
λ,reg
g be the formal completion of Spec(Zg) along Spec(Zλ,reg

g ). The proof
of Proposition-Construction 1.3 implies that V

Zλ,reg
g

naturally extends to a vec-

tor bundle VeZλ,reg
g

over Spec(Z̃λ,reg
g ), equipped with a nilpotent endomorphism

NVeZλ,reg
g

, in a way compatible with tensor products of objects of Ǧ.

Let us denote by Spec(Zint,reg
g ) (resp., Spec(Z̃int,reg

g )) the ind-subscheme of
Spec(Zg) equal to the disjoint union t

λ
Spec(Zλ,reg

g ) (resp., t
λ

Spec(Z̃λ,reg
g )), and

by V
Zint,reg

g
(resp., VeZint,reg

g
) the vector bundle on it, corresponding to V ∈ Rep(Ǧ).

We shall denote by NVeZint,reg
g

the endomorphism of the latter vector bundle.

Let Spec(Zm.f.
g ) ⊂ Spec(Zg) be the sub-functor that corresponds to opers that

are monodromy-free as local systems. It is easy to see that we have the following
inclusions of functors:

Spec(Zint,reg
g ) ⊂ Spec(Zm.f.

g ) ⊂ Spec(Z̃int,reg
g ).

(In fact, one can show that Spec(Zm.f.
g ) is the minimal ind-subscheme of

Spec(Z̃int,reg
g ), containing Spec(Zint,reg

g ), stable under the action of the Lie
algebroid Ω1(Zg), see [FG1], Sect. 6.12.)

Moreover, from the definitions it follows that Spec(Zm.f.
g ) is the closed ind-

subscheme of Spec(Z̃int,reg
g ), equal to the locus of vanishing of NVeZint,reg

g

for all

V ∈ Ǧ.

Let M be an object of Zg-mod , i.e., a (discrete) vector space, endowed with
a continuous action of Zg. We shall say that M is supported on Spec(Z̃λ,reg

g ) if
every element of M is annihilated by some power of the ideal of Z

λ,reg
g in Zg.

We shall say that a module M is supported on Spec(Z̃int,reg
g ) if it is a union

(or, automatically, a direct sum) of module Mλ, where each Mλ is supported on
Spec(Z̃λ,reg

g ).1

Given V ∈ Rep(Ǧ) we have a well-defined functor on the category of Zg-
modules, supported on Spec(Z̃int,reg

g ):

M 7→ VeZint,reg
g

⊗
eZint,reg

g

M.

Moreover, these functors come equipped with nilpotent endomorphisms NVeZint,reg
g

,

compatible with tensor products of objects of Rep(Ǧ).

1In fact, this notion makes sense for any pair of affine ind-schemes, one being a closed ind-
subscheme of the other.
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The above constructions have a relevance for us due to the following:

Lemma 1.8. If M is a G[[t]]-integrable ĝcrit-module, then, viewed as a module
over Zg, it is supported on Spec(Z̃int,reg

g ).

The proof follows from Lemma 1.7, since every object of ĝcrit-mod G[[t]] admits
a filtration, such that each subquotient is isomorphic to a quotient module of
some Vλ. (For a different argument see Sect. 5.5.)

1.9. Statement of the main theorem (spherical case). Let G be the group
of adjoint type with the Lie algebra g, so that the Langlands dual group Ǧ is
simply-connected. We denote by GrG = G((t))/G[[t]] the corresponding affine
Grassmannian.2

We will consider the category D(GrG)crit-mod of critically twisted right D-
modules on GrG. Since the critical level is integral, this category is equivalent to
category of usual right D-modules on GrG, via the tensor product by the corre-
sponding line bundle. Let D(GrG)crit-mod G[[t]] be the corresponding category of
G[[t]]-equivariant twisted D-modules.

The geometric Satake equivalence (see [MV]) defines a functor

V ∈ Rep(Ǧ) 7→ FV ∈ D(GrG)crit-mod G[[t]].

Moreover, D(GrG)crit-mod G[[t]] is endowed with a structure of tensor category
via the convolution product, such that the above functor becomes an equivalence
of tensor categories.

To M ∈ ĝcrit-mod G[[t]] and F ∈ D(GrG)crit-mod we can associate their convo-
lution

F ? M ∈ D(ĝcrit),

(see [FG2], Sect. 22.5 for the corresponding definitions).

If F is an object of D(GrG)crit-mod G[[t]], then F?M will be naturally an object
of D(ĝcrit)G[[t]].

Theorem 1.10. For M ∈ ĝcrit-mod G[[t]] and V ∈ Rep(Ǧ), the convolution FV ?M

is acyclic off cohomological degree 0, and we have a functorial isomorphism

(9) sV : FV ? M ' VeZint,reg
g

⊗
eZint,reg

g

M,

2Note that GrG has connected components labeled by elements of the fundamental group of
G
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compatible with tensor products of Ǧ-representations, i.e., for V, W ∈ Ǧ the
diagrams

(10)

FV ? (FW ? M) sV−−−−→ VeZint,reg
g

⊗
eZint,reg

g

(FW ? M)

∼
y idV ⊗sW

y
(FV ? FW ) ? M

sV⊗W−−−−→ VeZint,reg
g

⊗
eZint,reg

g

WeZint,reg
g

⊗
eZint,reg

g

M,

and

(11)

FV ? (FW ? M) idV ?sW−−−−−→ FV ? (WeZint,reg
g

⊗
eZint,reg

g

M)

∼
y sV

y
(FV ? FW ) ? M

sV⊗W−−−−→ VeZint,reg
g

⊗
eZint,reg

g

WeZint,reg
g

⊗
eZint,reg

g

M,

are commutative. The endomorphism on RHS of (9), given by NVeZint,reg
g

, is iden-

tically equal to 0.

The last statement of Theorem 1.10 implies the following statement, conjec-
tured by A. Beilinson (see [FG1], Conjecture 6.13):

Corollary 1.11. The support in Spec(Zg) of any G[[t]]-integrable ĝcrit-module is
contained in Spec(Zm.f.

g ).

1.12. The case of differential operators on the group. Let DG,crit denote
the chiral algebra of differential operators on G at the critical level introduced in
[AG]. It comes equipped homomorphisms of chiral algebras

l : Ag,crit → DG,crit → Ag,crit : r

whose images mutually Lie-* commute. Let DG,crit,x be its fiber at x, which we
view as a G[[t]]-equivariant bimodule at the critical level.

Using the map π : G((t)) → GrG, starting from F ∈ D(GrG)κ-mod (for any
level κ), we produce a chiral DG,crit-module supported at x by considering

Γ(G((t)), π∗(F)).

We can also view it as ĝcrit-bimodule, which is G[[t]]-equivariant with respect to
the r action.

We have:

(12) Γ(G((t)), π∗(F)) ' F ? DG,crit,x,
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as DG,crit-modules with respect to the action of G on itself by left translations.
Hence, the corresponding isomorphism holds also on the level of ĝcrit-bimodules.
Theorem 1.10 then immediately implies the following:

Theorem 1.13. We have a canonical isomorphism of ĝcrit-bimodules,

(13) Γ(G((t)), π∗(FV )) ' VeZint,reg
g

⊗
eZint,reg

g

DG,crit,x,

where the tensor product is taken with respect to the Zg-module structure on
DG,crit,x, given by l. These isomorphisms are compatible with tensor products of
objects of Rep(Ǧ). The endomorphism on the RHS of (13), given by NVeZint,reg

g

,

is zero.

Conversely, Theorem 1.13 implies the first two statements of Theorem 1.10:

Proof. Recall (see [FG2], Sect. 21.13) that for a G[[t]]-integrable ĝκ-module M

(at any level κ) and F ∈ D(GrG)κ-mod there exists a canonical isomorphism of
individual cohomologies

(14) hi(F ? M) ' hi
(
Γ(G((t)), π∗(F))

∞
2⊗

g((t)),g
M

)
,

where the semi-infinite Tor is taken with respect to action of ĝκ′ on Γ(G((t)),F)
given by r (here κ′ is the opposite level). We refer the reader to [FG2] for the
precise definition of this functor.

Applying this to F = FV , and using the isomorphism of Theorem 1.13, we
obtain that the cohomologies of FV ? M are isomorphic to those of

(15)
(
VeZint,reg

g
⊗

eZint,reg
g

DG,crit,x

) ∞
2⊗

g((t)),g
M.

However, since VeZint,reg
g

is locally free over Z̃
int,reg
g , we obtain that the complex

(15) is quasi-isomorphic to

(16) VeZint,reg
g

⊗
eZint,reg

g

(
DG,crit,x

∞
2⊗

g((t)),g
M

)
.

However, by [FG2], Corollary 21.14, at any level κ, we have a quasi-
isomorphism of ĝκ-modules

(17) DG,κ,x

∞
2⊗

g((t)),g
M ' M.
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Combining (16) and (17) we obtain that F ? M has the same cohomologies as
VeZint,reg

g
⊗

eZint,reg
g

M, as contended.

¤

2. Interpretation of convolution as fusion

Our strategy of proof of Theorem 1.10 is to show that both sides of (9) represent
the same functor on the category ĝcrit-mod . This functor has to do with the
notion of chiral pairing or fusion of modules over a chiral algebra, which we
shall presently define. Having introduced this functor, in the rest of the section
we consider various properties of fusion and its connection to the convolution
functors.

2.1. Chiral pairings. Let A be a chiral algebra on a smooth curve X, and
M1,M2 and N be chiral A-modules. As usual, we shall denote by ∆ the em-
bedding of X into Xn as the main diagonal, and by j the embedding of the
complement of the diagonal divisor.

A chiral pairing {M1,M2} → N is by definition a map of D-modules on X×X:

φ : j∗j∗(M1 £ M2) → ∆!(N),

which is compatible with the A action in the following sense:

We need that the sum of the three morphisms

j∗j∗(A £ M1 £ M2) → ∆!(N)

is zero, where the first morphism is

j∗j∗(A £ M1 £ M2)
A-action on M1−→ ∆x1=x2 !(j∗j∗(M1 £ M2))

φ→ ∆!(N),

the second morphism is the negative of

j∗j∗(A £ M1 £ M2)
A-action on M2−→ ∆x1=x3 !(j∗j∗(M1 £ M2))

φ→ ∆!(N),

and the third morphism is

j∗j∗(A £ M1 £ M2)
φ→ ∆x1=x3 !(j∗j∗(A £ N)) A-action on N−→ ∆!(N).

Chiral pairings evidently form a functor A-mod o×A-mod o×A-mod → Vect.

Remark. The notion of chiral pairing was introduced in [CHA]. As was mentioned
in the introduction, in the case when A is obtained from a conformal vertex
algebra V, and the modules M1,M2 and N correspond to some V-modules M1,M2

and N , the set of chiral pairings {M1,M2} → N is in a natural bijection with the
set of intertwining operators M1 ⊗M2 → N in the sense of [FHL], such that in
the corresponding fields all powers of the formal variable z are integral.
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Let us regard A as a chiral module over itself. Then for any other chiral A-
module M, we have a canonical chiral pairing {A,M} → M given by the action
of A on M. The following result is obtained directly from the definitions:

Lemma 2.2. The canonical chiral pairing {A,M} → M establishes a bijection
between the set of maps of chiral modules M → N and the set of chiral pairings
{A,M} → N.

2.3. A canonical chiral pairing. Let κ be any level, and let Ag,κ be the cor-
responding chiral algebra on X.

Consider the relative version GrG,X of the affine Grassmannian over X. Let
FX be a (right, κ-twisted) D-module on GrG,X . In what follows we will assume
that FX is torsion-free with respect to X. By a slight abuse of notation, we will
denote by Γ(GrG,X ,FX) the quasi-coherent direct image of FX on X; this is a
chiral Ag,κ-module. By replacing the subscript ”X” by either ”X −x” or ”x” we
will denote the fibers of the above objects over X − x and x respectively.

Proposition-Construction 2.4. Given an object M ∈ ĝκ-mod G[[t]] there exists
a canonical chiral pairing

(18) {Γ(GrG,X ,FX),M} → h0(Fx ? M).

The rest of this subsection is devoted to the proof of this proposition.

Let Jetsmer(G)X be the D-ind scheme over X of meromorphic jets into G.
This is a relative version of the ind-scheme G((t)). By definition, the category
D(Jetsmer(G)X)κ-mod of (right κ-twisted) D-modules on Jetsmer(G)X is equiva-
lent to that of chiral DG,κ-modules.

We have a natural projection π : Jetsmer(G)X → GrG,X and by considering
the quasi-coherent pull-back, we obtain a functor

π∗ : D(GrG,X)κ-mod → D(Jetsmer(G)X)κ-mod .

For FX ∈ D(GrG,X)κ-mod , we will denote by Γ(Jetsmer(G)X , π∗(FX)) the result-
ing DG,κ-module.

One reconstructs Γ(GrG,X ,FX) as a subset of Γ(Jetsmer(G)X , π∗(FX)) as fol-
lows: this is the D-submodule consisting of sections that *-commute with r(Ag,κ′),
cf. [AG] or [FG1], Theorem 2.5.

For FX ∈ D(GrG,X)κ-mod consider the action map

(19) j∗j∗
(
Γ(Jetsmer(G)X , π∗(FX)) £ DG,κ

)
→ ∆!

(
Γ(Jetsmer(G)X , π∗(FX))

)
.
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This is a DG,κ-chiral pairing, and hence, in particular, a chiral pairing with
respect to the action of Ag,κ via l. In particular, we obtain a chiral Ag,κ-pairing

(20) j∗j∗(Γ(GrG,X ,FX) £ DG,κ) → ∆!(Γ(Jetsmer(G)X , π∗(FX)).

This map commutes with the right Ag,κ′-action in the sense that the map

j̃∗j̃∗(Γ(GrG,X ,FX) £ DG,κ £ Ag,κ′) → ∆x1=x2 !

(
Γ(Jetsmer(G)X , π∗(FX)) £ Ag,κ′

)
→

→ ∆!

(
Γ(Jetsmer(G)X , π∗(FX))

)

coincides with

j̃∗j̃∗(Γ(GrG,X ,FX) £ DG,κ £ Ag,κ′) → ∆x2=x3 !

(
Γ(GrG,X ,FX) £ DG,κ

)
→

→ ∆!

(
Γ(Jetsmer(G)X , π∗(FX))

)
,

where j̃ denotes the embedding of the complement of the union of divisors cor-
responding to x1 = x2 and x2 = x3.

Let us restrict both sides of (20) to X×x ⊂ X×X. We obtain a chiral pairing

(21) jx∗j∗x
(
Γ(GrG,X−x,FX−x)

)
⊗DG,κ,x → ix!

(
Γ(G((t)), π∗(Fx))

)
,

where we view Fx as a κ-twisted D-module over the affine Grassmannian, and
ix (resp., jx) denotes the embedding of x into X (resp., the embedding of this
complement).

By the above, the map in (21) commutes with the action of ĝκ′ via r. (On the
LHS this action affects only the DG,κ,x multiple.)

Let now M be a G[[t]]-integrable ĝκ-module. By considering the complex,
computing the semi-infinite Tor,

C
∞
2 (g((t)); g, ?⊗M)

against the two sides of (21), considered as ĝκ′-modules, we obtain a chiral pairing
of complexes of Ag,κ-modules:

{Γ(GrG,X ,FX),C
∞
2

(
g((t)); g,DG,κ,x⊗M

)
} → C

∞
2

(
g((t)); g,Γ(G((t)), π∗(Fx))⊗M

)
.

By passing to the 0th cohomology, and taking into account (14) we obtain the
chiral pairing of (18).
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2.5. Chiral pairing with a module of global sections is represented by
the convolution. Let us now specialize to the case when κ is integral non-
positive (see Sect. 1.1 for the definition of what this means). For V ∈ Rep(Ǧ), let
FV,X be the corresponding object of D(GrG,X)κ-mod . Then from (18) we obtain
a canonical chiral pairing

(22) {Γ(GrG,X ,FV,X),M} → h0(FV ? M).

In Sect. 4 we will prove the following theorem:

Theorem 2.6.

(1) For any M ∈ ĝκ-mod G[[t]] and V ∈ Rep(Ǧ), the convolution FV ?M is acyclic
away from cohomological degree 0.

(2) The functor on ĝκ-mod that sends N to the set of chiral parings
{Γ(GrG,X ,FV,X),M} → N is representable by FV ? M.

Our proof of Theorem 1.10 will be independent of Theorem 2.6. However, it is
useful to keep Theorem 2.6 in mind as it gives us an important insight into the
connection between fusion and convolution.

2.7. We will need the following result about the associativity property of the
map given by (22).

For any two objects V, W ∈ Rep(Ǧ) there exists a canonical chiral pairing

{Γ(GrG,X ,FV,X),Γ(GrG,X ,FW,X)} → Γ(GrG,X ,FV⊗W,X).

(Its construction will be recalled in the sequel.) Let M be an object of M ∈
ĝκ-mod G[[t]], such that FV ′ ? M is acyclic away from cohomological degree 0 for
any V ′ ∈ Rep(Ǧ) (we choose not to rely here on Theorem 2.6(1), which says that
the latter assumption is satisfied automatically).

Then there are three maps

j∗j∗
(
Γ(GrG,X ,FV,X) £ Γ(GrG,X ,FW,X) £ M

)
→ ∆!(FV⊗W ? M) :

The first one is the composition

j∗j∗
(
Γ(GrG,X ,FV,X) £ Γ(GrG,X ,FW,X) £ M

)
→

→ ∆x2=x3 !

(
j∗j∗(Γ(GrG,X ,FV,X) £ (FW ? M))

)
→

→ ∆!(FV ? (FW ? M)) ' ∆!(FV⊗W ? M).
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The second map is the negative of a similar map with the roles of the first and
the second factor swapped. The third map is the composition

j∗j∗
(
Γ(GrG,X ,FV,X) £ Γ(GrG,X ,FW,X) £ M

)
→

→ ∆x1=x2 !

(
j∗j∗(Γ(GrG,X ,FV⊗W,X) £ M)

)
→ ∆!(FV⊗W ? M).

Proposition 2.8. The sum of the above three maps is 0.

2.9. Proof of Proposition 2.8. By the construction of the chiral pairing (22),
it is sufficient to consider the universal case, i.e., when M ' DG,κ as a chiral
Ag,κ-module under l.

Let us rewrite the map (19) in more geometric terms. For any n, let GrG,Xn be
the Beilinson-Drinfeld affine Grassmannian over Xn. I.e., this is the ind-scheme
classifying the data of

(x1, ..., xn,PG, β),
where x1, ..., xn is an n-tuple of points on X, PG is a principal G-bundle on X,
and β is a trivialization of PG on X − {x1, ..., xn}.

For a decomposition n = n1 + n2 there exists a natural map

1n1,n2 : Xn1 ×GrG,Xn2 → GrG,Xn ,

which sends ((x1, ...xn1), (xn1+1, ..., xn,PG, β)) 7→ (x1, ..., xn1 , xn1+1, ..., xn,PG, β).

Consider now the ind-scheme Jetsmer(G)Xn , fibered over GrG,Xn , where in
addition to the data (x1, ..., xn,PG, β) we have that of a trivialization of PG on
a formal neighborhood of ∪

i
xi ⊂ X. Let us denote by π the corresponding

projection. This ind-scheme also carries a flat connection along Xn.

The scheme Jetsmer(G)Xn has the usual factorization pattern:
(23)
j∗

(
Jetsmer(G)Xn

)
' j∗

(
Jetsmer(G)×n

X

)
and ∆∗

(
Jetsmer(G)Xn

)
' Jetsmer(G)X .

For two objects V, W ∈ Rep(Ǧ) we consider the D-module j∗(FV,X £ FW,X)
on GrG,X2 |X2−X . As is well-known, its Goresky-MacPherson extension
j!∗ (j∗(FV,X £ FW,X)) onto GrG,X2 has the property that

∆!(j!∗ (j∗(FV,X £ FW,X)))[1] ' FV⊗W,X .

Consider the (right κ-twisted) D-module

(11,2)!
(
ωX £ j!∗ (j∗(FV,X £ FW,X))

)

on GrG,X3 . We have three maps
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j∗j∗
(

(11,2)!
(
j!∗ (ωX £ j∗(FV,X £ FW,X))

))
→ ∆!(FV⊗W,X),

corresponding to the three diagonals in X3, whose sum is equal to 0.

Applying the pull-back by means of π to the two sides of the above formula to
Jetsmer(G)X3 , followed by the direct image onto X3, we obtain three maps

j∗j∗
(
DG,κ £ Γ(Jetsmer(G)X , π∗(FV,X)) £ Γ(Jetsmer(G)X , π∗(FW,X))

)
→

→ ∆!(Γ(Jetsmer(G)X , π∗(FV⊗W )).

Finally, note that we have a natural inclusion

j∗j∗
(
DG,κ £ Γ(GrG,X ,FV,X) £ Γ(GrG,X ,FW,X)

)
↪→

j∗j∗
(
DG,κ £ Γ(Jetsmer(G)X , π∗(FV,X)) £ Γ(Jetsmer(G)X , π∗(FW,X))

)
.

By composing this inclusion with the three maps above we obtain three maps
(24)
j∗j∗

(
DG,κ£Γ(GrG,X ,FV,X)£Γ(GrG,X ,FW,X)

)
→ ∆!

(
Γ(Jetsmer(G)X , π∗(FV⊗W,X))

)
.

Lemma 2.10. The three maps of (24) coincide with those that appear in the
statement of Proposition 2.8.

Clearly, this implies the statement of the proposition. To prove the above
lemma we will consider a slightly more general framework.

2.11. Let F1 be a (κ-twisted, right) D-module on G((t))/K, where K ⊂ G[[t]] is
a subgroup of finite codimension. Let F′1 be the pull-back of F1 to G((t)).

Consider the ind-scheme GrG,X;K , classifying the data (x1,PG, β, α), where
(x1, x,PG, β) is a point of GrG,X×x, and α is a reduction of PG|Dx to K. We have
the isomorphisms

GrG,X−x;K ' GrG,X−x×G((t))/K and GrG,x;K ' G((t))/K.

We also have a natural projection πK : Jetsmer(G)X×x → GrG,X;K , where
Jetsmer(G)X×x denotes the preimage of X × x ⊂ X2 in Jetsmer(G)X2 .

Consider the direct image of ωX £ F1 under the tautological embedding 11,1 :
X×G((t))/K → GrG,X;K . It gives rise to a map of twisted D-modules on GrG,X;K :

(25) jx∗j∗x(δ1,GrG,X
£ F1) → ix!(F1).
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Lifting the two sides of (25) by means of πK and taking the (quasi-coherent
direct image onto X ' X × x, we obtain a map

(26) jx∗j∗x(DG,κ)⊗ Γ(G((t)),F′1) → ix!

(
Γ(G((t)),F′1)

)
.

The following assertion is built into the interpretation of twisted D-modules
on G(((t)) as chiral DG,κ-modules:

Proposition 2.12. The map of (26) coincides with the chiral action map for
Γ(G((t)),F′1) considered as a chiral DG,κ-module supported at x.

In the appendix (Sect. 8) we shall give a proof of this result for the sake of
completeness.

Assume now that the D-module F1 on G((t))/K is G[[t]]-equivariant with re-
spect to the left action of G[[t]] on G((t))/K. Let now FX be a (κ-twisted, right)
D-module on GrG,X . In this case we can form the convolution FX ?

G[[t]]
F1, which

will be an object of the derived category of (κ-twisted, right) D-modules on
GrG,X;K . We have:

FX ?
G[[t]]

F1|GrG,X−x;K
' FX−x £ F1 and Fx ?

G[[t]]
F1|GrG,x;K

' Fx ?
G[[t]]

F1.

In particular, we obtain a map of D-modules on GrG,X;K :

(27) jx∗j∗x
(
FX−x £ F1

)
→ ix!

(
h0(Fx ?

G[[t]]
F1)

)
.

Pulling the two sides of (27) under the map πK : Jetsmer(G)X×x → GrG,X;K , and
taking the (quasi-coherent) direct image onto X, we obtain a map of D-modules
on X:

jx∗j∗x
(
Γ(Jetsmer(G)X , π∗(FX))

)
⊗ Γ(G((t)),F′1) → ix!

(
Γ(G((t)), h0(Fx ? F′1))

)
'

' ix!

(
h0

(
Fx ? Γ(G((t)),F′1)

))
.

Lemma 2.13. The above map coincides with (22) for M = Γ(G((t)),F′1).

It is easy to see that this lemma, combined with a version of Proposition 2.12,
where the point x varies on X, imply the required property of the three maps of
(24).

Proof. (of Lemma 2.13)

Consider first the case when K = G[[t]] and F1 = δ1,GrG
. Then we are dealing

with a map

jx∗j∗x
(
Γ(Jetsmer(G)X , π∗(FX))

)
⊗DG,κ,x → ix!

(
Γ(G((t)), π∗(Fx))

)
,
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and we claim that it coincides with the map, obtained by restriction to X×x from
the map of (19). This follows from a version of Proposition 2.12 for K = G[[t]],
when instead of the fixed point x we consider a morphism of D-modules on X×X,
and the map (19) itself is described as a Cousin map corresponding to (11,1)!(FX),
viewed as D-module on GrG,X2 .

To pass to the general case, consider the category of κ-twisted D-modules on
Jetsmer(G)X,x as acted on by the group ind-scheme G((t)) on the right, which
is of Harish-Chandra type with respect to the extension ĝκ′ of g((t)). Then the
convolution action of F1 on

j∗∗j∗x(π∗(FX−x) £ π∗(δ1,GrG
)) (resp., ix!(Fx))

equals
j∗∗j∗x(π∗(FX−x) £ F′1) and ix!(Fx ? F′1),

respectively.

Consider also the category of D-modules on X, endowed with an action of
ĝκ′ as a category with a Harish-Chandra action of G((t)). Then the convolution
action of F1 on a module of the type jx∗j∗x(M)⊗DG,κ,x (resp., ix!(N)) (where M

is a D-module, and N is a representation of ĝκ′) equals

jx∗j∗x(M)⊗ Γ(G((t)),F′1) and ix!

(
C
∞
2 (g((t)); g,N ⊗ Γ(G((t)),F′1))

)
,

respectively.

Note now that the (quasi-coherent) direct image is a functor between the above
two categories that respects the G((t))-actions. Hence, the assertion of the lemma
follows from the case when K = G[[t]] and F1 = δ1,GrG

by the functoriality of the
convolution.

¤

3. Proof of Theorem 1.10

Having established some preliminary results in the previous section, we are
now ready to prove Theorem 1.10. The plan of the proof is as follows: we
will first show that the chiral maps {M1,M} → N in the special case when
M1 = Vzg ⊗

zg

Ag,crit are the same as ordinary homomorphisms of ĝcrit-modules

M′ → N where M′ ' VeZint,reg
g

⊗
eZint,reg

g

M. Roughly speaking, this means that we can

“swap”, under the chiral product, the tensor product with Vzg from Ag,crit to M.
This is the content of Theorem 3.2.

Once we have that, we obtain, for each V ∈ Rep(Ǧ), a map in one direction
in (9), provided that FV ? M is acyclic away from cohomological dimension 0.
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But we do know this for M = DG,crit,x, according to Theorem 1.13. Moreover,
according to Sect. 1.12, it is sufficient to prove the statement of Theorem 1.10
just in this special case. Hence all we need is to check that the maps we have
constructed in this case are indeed isomorphisms and that they satisfy the prop-
erties listed in Theorem 1.10. We first check that the maps in question do satisfy
the required properties; then we show that this already implies that the above
maps are necessarily isomorphisms, thus completing the proof.

3.1. Fusion at the critical level. In this section we fix κ = κcrit, and study the
map of (22) in this case. We will use the following crucial result of [BD], Sects.
5.5-5.6: there is a canonical isomorphism of chiral Ag,crit-modules,

(28) Γ(GrG,X ,FV,X) ' Vzg ⊗
zg

Ag,crit,

where the tensor product makes sense since zg is the center of Ag,crit.

Given a chiral Ag,crit-module M, let us study the functor on the category of
chiral Ag,crit-modules that assigns to a chiral Ag,crit-module N the set of chiral
pairings

(29) {Vzg ⊗
zg

Ag,crit,M} → N.

Theorem 3.2. Let M be concentrated at x ∈ X, and assume that, when viewed
as a module over Zg, it is supported on Z̃

int,reg
g . Then chiral pairings (29) for

N ∈ Ag,crit-mod x are in bijection with maps of ĝcrit-modules
(
VeZint,reg

g
⊗

eZint,reg
g

M
)

NVeZint,reg
g

→ N.

In the statement of the theorem the subscript NVeZint,reg
g

stands for the coinvari-

ants with respect to the action of this nilpotent operator. Before giving a proof
of this theorem, which will occupy the next few subsections, let us note that
Theorem 3.2 implies the existence of the map in one direction in Theorem 1.10:

Indeed, the chiral pairing (22) gives rise to a map

(30)
(
VeZint,reg

g
⊗

eZint,reg
g

M
)

NVeZint,reg
g

→ h0(FV ? M).

Note that if we assume Theorem 2.6, then we obtain that the map of (30) is an
isomorphism (and moreover, that h0(FV ?M) = FV ?M). However, this would still
not be enough to prove Theorem 1.10: we would also need to show that NVeZint,reg

g

acts trivially on the left-hand side, which requires a separate argument. The
proof of Theorem 1.10 that we give below will be independent of Theorem 2.6.
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3.3. Fusion over commutative chiral algebras. To prove Theorem 3.2 we
need to study chiral pairings between modules over commutative chiral algebras.

Recall the set-up of the proof of Proposition-Construction 1.3, i.e., let B be a
commutative chiral algebra on X, and let VX−x be a *-commutative module over
B|X−x, extended to the entire X such that the connection has a pole of order
≤ 1 and the residue Res(∇,VX) ∈ End(Vx) is nilpotent.

Proposition 3.4. Let M be a Bx-module, viewed as *-commutative B-module,
supported at x. Let N be another chiral B-module, supported at x. Then chiral
pairings

(31) {VX−x,M} → N

are in bijection with maps of B̂x-modules

(32)
(
Vx ⊗

Bx

M
)

Res(∇,VX)
→ N,

where B̂x denotes the topological commutative algebra, corresponding to B at x.

Proof. First, from the definition of chiral pairings it is easy to see that any pairing
{VX−x,M} → N factors through N′ ⊂ N, where N′ is the maximal submodule of
N on which B̂x acts via B̂x ³ Bx. In other words, we can assume that N is also
*-commutative.

Secondly, for a fixed N, both (31) and (32), regarded as contravariant functors
with respect to M are both right exact and commute with direct limits. Hence,
we can replace M by Bx.

Let us denote by B the fiber Bx and by T0 the module over B[[t]], corresponding
to VX . Let T be the localization of T0 with respect to t.

Then chiral pairings {VX−x,Bx} → N are in bijection with B[[t]]-linear maps

(33) φ : T → N ⊗
B

B((t))dt/B[[t]]dt,

that respect that action of ∂t.

Given such φ, the finite rank assumption on T0 implies that for some integer
k the composition

tk · T0 ↪→ T
φ→ N ⊗

B
B((t))/B[[t]]

is zero. However, the nilpotency assumption on t∂t acting on T0/t · T0 implies
that for any k > 0 the map

∂t :
(
tk · T0

)
→

(
tk−1 · T0

)

is surjective.
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Therefore, φ in fact annihilates T0. Restricting φ to t−1 · T0 we obtain a map

(34) t−1 · T0/T0 → (t−1C[[t]]/C[[t]])⊗N,

which is zero on the image of ∂t(T0). Hence, we obtain a map

coker
(
t∂t : T0/t · T0 → T0/t · T0

)
→ N,

as desired.

Conversely, starting from a map as in(34), it is easy to see that it uniquely
extends to a map as in (33).

¤

Let us denote by canV the resulting canonical map

j∗j∗(VX−x £ M) → ∆!(Vx ⊗
Bx

M)Res(∇,VX).

For the proof of Theorem 1.10, we will need the following additional property of
this map.

Let (VX−x,VX) and (WX−x,WX) be two pairs of B-modules, satis-
fying the assumptions of Proposition 3.4. Note that the tensor product
(VX−x ⊗

BX−x

WX−x,VX ⊗
B

WX) also has the same property.

We have three maps

j∗j∗(VX−x £ WX−x £ M) → ∆!

(
Vx ⊗

Bx

Wx ⊗
Bx

M
)

Res(∇,VX),Res(∇,WX)
,

where the subscript refers to the fact that we are taking coinvariants of the above
two endomorphisms acting on Vx and Wx.

The first map is the composition

j∗j∗(VX−x £ WX−x £ M)
idVX−x

£canW−→
→ ∆x2=x3 !

(
j∗j∗(VX−x £ (Wx ⊗

Bx

M)Res(∇,WX))
)

canV−→

→ ∆!

(
Vx ⊗

Bx

Wx ⊗
Bx

M
)

Res(∇,VX),Res(∇,WX)
.
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The second map is obtained by interchanging the roles of V and W. The third
map if the composition

j∗j∗(VX−x £ WX−x £ Mx) → ∆x1=x2 !

(
j∗j∗((VX−x ⊗

BX−x

WX−x) £ Mx)
)

canV⊗W−→

→ ∆!

(
Vx ⊗

Bx

Wx ⊗
Bx

M
)

Res(∇,VX)+Res(∇,WX)
→

→ ∆!

(
Vx ⊗

Bx

Wx ⊗
Bx

M
)

Res(∇,VX),Res(∇,WX)
.

Lemma 3.5. The sum of the three maps above is equal to zero.

The proof follows by unfolding the construction of the bijection in the proof
of Proposition 3.4.

3.6. End of proof of Theorem 3.2. Consider the following general set-up.
Let A be a chiral algebra, and let z be its center. Let V be a *-commutative
chiral module over z, free of finite rank as a z-module. Let M,N be two chiral
A-modules.

Given a chiral pairing {V⊗
z

A,M} → N we can restrict it and obtain a chiral

pairing
j∗j∗(V £ M) → ∆!(N)

of chiral z-modules. This map has the following commutation property with
respect to A: the map

j̃∗j̃∗(V £ A £ M) → ∆x2=x3 !

(
j∗j∗(V £ M)

)
→ ∆!(N)

equals
j̃∗j̃∗(V £ A £ M) → ∆x1=x3 !

(
j∗j∗(A £ N)

)
→ ∆!(N),

where j̃ denotes the embedding of the complement of the union of the divisors
x1 = x3 and x2 = x3.

We have the following general assertion:

Lemma 3.7. The set of A-chiral pairings {V⊗
z

A,M} → N is in a bijection with

the set of z-chiral pairings {V,M} → N, satisfying the additional condition above.

Together with Proposition 3.4, this lemma implies Theorem 3.2.

3.8. Proof of Theorem 1.10. According to Sect. 1.12, in order to prove The-
orem 1.10, it suffices to consider the universal case, namely, the one when M =
DG,crit,x. We will work in a more general framework, assuming only that M is such
that FV ′ ? M is acyclic away from cohomological degree 0 for any V ′ ∈ Rep(Ǧ),
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which is satisfied in the above case by Theorem 1.13. (Of course, Theorem 1.10
will imply that this assumption is satisfied for any M.)

Composing the map (30) with the tautological projection

VeZint,reg
g

⊗
eZint,reg

g

M ³
(
VeZint,reg

g
⊗

eZint,reg
g

M
)

NVeZint,reg
g

,

we obtain a map

(35) VeZint,reg
g

⊗
eZint,reg

g

M → FV ? M.

We will denote this map by s−1
V , as it will be the inverse of the desired map of

Theorem 1.10. We will deduce Theorem 1.10 from the following:

Proposition 3.9. The map of (35) is compatible with tensor products of
representations, in the sense that for V, W ∈ Rep(Ǧ) the 3 compositions
(36)

VeZint,reg
g

⊗
eZint,reg

g

WeZint,reg
g

⊗
eZint,reg

g

M
s−1
V−→ FV ?

(
WeZint,reg

g
⊗

eZint,reg
g

M
) idFV

?s−1
W−→ FV ?(FW ?M),

(37)

VeZint,reg
g

⊗
eZint,reg

g

WeZint,reg
g

⊗
eZint,reg

g

M

idVeZint,reg
g

⊗s−1
W

−→ VeZint,reg
g

⊗
eZint,reg

g

(
FW ?M

)
s−1
V−→ FV ?(FW ?M)

and

(38) VeZint,reg
g

⊗
eZint,reg

g

WeZint,reg
g

⊗
eZint,reg

g

M
s−1
V⊗W→ FV⊗W ? M ' FV ? (FW ? M)

coincide.

Let us finish the proof of Theorem 1.10 modulo this proposition. With-
out restriction of generality, we can assume that the representation V is finite-
dimensional.

Suppose the map of (35) is not injective, and let N be its kernel. Let V ∗ be
representation dual to V . Consider the diagram

M
id−−−−−→ M

x??
x??

V∗eZint,reg
g

⊗
eZint,reg

g

VeZint,reg
g

⊗
eZint,reg

g

M
idV∗ ⊗s−1

V−−−−−−−→ V∗eZint,reg
g

⊗
eZint,reg

g

(FV ? M)
s−1

V ∗−−−−−→ FV ∗ ? (FV ? M)

x??
V∗eZint,reg

g
⊗

eZint,reg
g

N.
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It is commutative since the maps (37) and (38) of Proposition 3.9 coincide.
Hence, we obtain that the composed map

V∗eZint,reg
g

⊗
eZint,reg

g

N → M

is zero. But this is a contradiction since this map is adjoint to the tautological
embedding N → VeZint,reg

g
⊗

eZint,reg
g

M.

In particular, we obtain that VeZint,reg
g

⊗
eZint,reg

g

M →
(
VeZint,reg

g
⊗

eZint,reg
g

M
)

NVeZint,reg
g

is

injective, implying that the action of NVeZint,reg
g

on VeZint,reg
g

⊗
eZint,reg

g

M is trivial.

Suppose now that the map of (35) is not surjective, and let N′ be its kernel.
Let us recall that the functors FV ?? and FV ∗?? are mutually (both left and right)
adjoint on the category D(ĝcrit-mod )G[[t]]. Consider the diagram

FV ∗ ? N′
x??

V∗eZint,reg
g

⊗
eZint,reg

g

VeZint,reg
g

⊗
eZint,reg

g

M
s−1

V ∗−−−−−→ FV ∗ ? (VeZint,reg
g

⊗
eZint,reg

g

M)
idFV ∗ ?s−1

V−−−−−−−−→ FV ∗ ? (FV ? M)

x??
x??

M
id−−−−−→ M.

This diagram is commutative because the maps (36) and (38) of Proposition 3.9
coincide. Hence, we obtain that the composed map M → FV ∗ ? N′ is zero, which
is a contradiction.

3.10. Proof of Proposition 3.9. Consider the diagram

j∗j∗
�
Γ(GrG,X , FV,X) £ (WeZint,reg

g
⊗

eZint,reg
g

M)
�

s−1
W−−−−−→ j∗j∗

�
Γ(GrG,X , FV,X) £ (FW ? M)

�

canV

??y canV

??y

∆!

�
VeZint,reg

g
⊗

eZint,reg
g

(WeZint,reg
g

⊗
eZint,reg

g

M)
�

NVeZint,reg
g

s−1
W−−−−−→ ∆!

�
VeZint,reg

g
⊗

eZint,reg
g

(FW ? M)
�

NVeZint,reg
g

s−1
V

??y s−1
V

??y

∆!

�
FV ? (WeZint,reg

g
⊗

eZint,reg
g

M)
�

s−1
W−−−−−→ ∆!(FV ? (FW ? M)).

To prove that (36) and (37) coincide we have to show the commutativity of
the lower square in this diagram.
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Note that the upper square is commutative by functoriality of the map canV ;
moreover the vertical maps in this square are surjective, by Proposition 3.4.
Hence, it suffices to see that the outer square is commutative, but this follows
from the functoriality of the map (22).

Consider now the composed map

j∗j∗
(
Γ(GrG,X ,FV,X) £ Γ(GrG,X ,FW,X) £ M

)
y

∆x2=x3 !

(
j∗j∗

(
Γ(GrG,X ,FV,X) £ (WeZint,reg

g
⊗

eZint,reg
g

M)NWeZint,reg
g

))

y
∆!

(
VeZint,reg

g
⊗

eZint,reg
g

WeZint,reg
g

⊗
eZint,reg

g

M
)

NVeZint,reg
g

,NWeZint,reg
g

(36)

y
∆!(FV ? FW ? M),

and a similar composition when the roles of V and W are interchanged. The
resulting maps are equal to the first and the second maps, respectively, of Propo-
sition 2.8.

Hence, their sum equals the composed map from the commutative diagram

j∗j∗
(
Γ(GrG,X ,FV,X) £ Γ(GrG,X ,FW,X) £ M

)
y

∆x1=x2 !

(
j∗j∗

(
Γ(GrG,X ,FV⊗W,X) £ M

))
−−−−→ ∆!(FV⊗W ? M)

y ∼
y

∆!

(
VeZint,reg

g
⊗

eZint,reg
g

WeZint,reg
g

⊗
eZint,reg

g

M
)

NVeZint,reg
g

+NWeZint,reg
g

(38)−−−−→ ∆!(FV ? FW ? M),

by Proposition 2.8. Moreover, by Lemma 3.5, the sum of the three composed
maps

j∗j∗
(
Γ(GrG,X ,FV,X) £ Γ(GrG,X ,FW,X) £ M

)
→

→ ∆!

(
VeZint,reg

g
⊗

eZint,reg
g

WeZint,reg
g

⊗
eZint,reg

g

M
)

NVeZint,reg
g

,NWeZint,reg
g

is also zero.
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Let MV,W ⊂ j∗j∗
(
Γ(GrG,X ,FV,X)£Γ(GrG,X ,FW,X)£M

)
be the kernel of the

map to

∆x1=x3 !

(
j∗j∗

(
Γ(GrG,X ,FW,X) £ (VeZint,reg

g
⊗

eZint,reg
g

M)NVeZint,reg
g

))
.

Then the map

MV,W → ∆x2=x3 !

(
j∗j∗

(
Γ(GrG,X ,FV,X) £ (WeZint,reg

g
⊗

eZint,reg
g

M)NWeZint,reg
g

))

is still surjective. Hence, the two surviving maps

MV,W → ∆!

(
VeZint,reg

g
⊗

eZint,reg
g

WeZint,reg
g

⊗
eZint,reg

g

M
)

NVeZint,reg
g

,NWeZint,reg
g

coincide and are surjective. By the above, the two surviving maps

MV,W → ∆!(FV ? FW ? M)

coincide as well, and the equality of the maps (36) and (38) follows.

4. Convolution and fusion for general chiral algebras

The goal of this section is to prove Theorem 2.6. In fact, we will prove a more
general result, valid for any chiral algebra, endowed with a Harish-Chandra action
of Jets(G)X . We will make a more extensive use of the formalism developed in
the appendix to [FG2], but we should note that the main results of this paper,
Theorem 1.10 and Theorem 5.4, are independent of this section.

4.1. Twisting of chiral modules. Recall the Lie-* algebras Lg and Lg,κ intro-
duced in Sect. 1.1. Let Jets(G)X denote the group-like object in the category of
D-schemes on X corresponding to jets into G. Its relative cotangent sheaf is the
D-module on X canonically isomorphic to the dual L∨g of Lg.

Let A be a chiral algebra on X, endowed with an action of Jets(G)X , such
that the adjoint action of its Lie algebra is inner at the level κ. In other words,
we assume being given a homomorphism of Lie-* algebras Lg,κ → A, such that
the map

A → A⊗ L∨g ,

corresponding to the Lie-* bracket equals the derivative of the action of Jets(G)
on A.

Proposition-Construction 4.2. The category of chiral A-modules, supported
at x ∈ X carries an action of the group-scheme G((t)) of Harish-Chandra type
with respect to the central extension ĝκ (cf. [FG2], Sect. 22).
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We will give two proofs. One, discussed below, is local in terms of the De
Rham cohomology of A on the formal punctured disc D×

x around x. Another
proof will be of chiral nature.

Proof. Let us first recall the following general construction, cf. [CHA], 3.6.9. For
a chiral algebra A let us consider the topological vector space H0

DR(D×
x ,A). We

remind that for a D-module V on X, we define

H0
DR(D×

x ,V) := lim−→
L

H0
DR(D×

x ,L),

where L runs over the filtered set of finitely-generated D-submodules of V, and
the direct limit is taken in the category of topological vector spaces.3 Consider
in addition the topological vector space H0

DR(D×
x ×D×

x −∆D×
x
,A £ A), which is

acted on by the transposition σ. We have a canonical map

H0
DR(D×

x ×D×
x −∆D×

x
,A £ A) → H0

DR(D×
x ,A)

→⊗H0
DR(D×

x ,A),

defined in fact for any pair of D-modules on X, cf. [CHA] 3.6.9.

In addition, the structure of chiral algebra defines a map

{·, ·} : H0
DR(D×

x ×D×
x −∆D×

x
,A £ A) → H0

DR(D×
x ,A).

The category A-mod x of chiral A-modules supported at x identifies with the
category of vector spaces M, endowed with an action map

actM : H0
DR(D×

x ,A)
→⊗M → M,

such that the difference of

H0
DR(D×

x ×D×
x −∆D×

x
,A £ A)

→⊗M → H0
DR(D×

x ,A)
→⊗H0

DR(D×
x ,A)

→⊗M
actM−→

→ H0
DR(D×

x ,A)
→⊗M

actM−→ M

and the map obtained by first acting by σ on the first factor, equals

H0
DR(D×

x ×D×
x −∆D×

x
,A £ A)

→⊗M
{·,·}⊗id−→ H0

DR(D×
x ,A)

→⊗M
actM−→ M.

Let g be an S-point of G((t)) for some base-scheme S. It gives rise to a map

OJets(G)X
→ OS((t)),

compatible with the connection. Composing it with the map A → OJets(G)X
⊗
OX

A,

given by the action of Jets(G)X on A, we obtain a map

H0
DR(D×

x ,A) → OS

!⊗H0
DR(D×

x ,A).

3In other words, we first take the limit in the category of vector spaces, and then complete
it in the natural topology.
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Similarly, we have a map

H0
DR(D×

x ×D×
x −∆D×

x
,A £ A) → OS

!⊗H0
DR(D×

x ×D×
x −∆D×

x
,A £ A).

Given an object M ∈ A-mod x, we define an action map

H0
DR(D×

x ,A)
→⊗ (M⊗ OS) → M⊗ OS

as a composition

H0
DR(D×

x ,A)
→⊗ (M⊗ OS) →

(
OS

!⊗H0
DR(D×

x ,A)
) →⊗ (M⊗ OS) →

→ OS

!⊗
(
H0

DR(D×
x ,A)

→⊗M)
!⊗ OS

actM→ OS ⊗M⊗ OS → M⊗ OS ,

where the last arrow is given by the multiplication on OS .

By construction, it follows that the relation, that singles out representations
among all vector spaces endowed with an action of H0

DR(D×
x ,A) (cf. above),

holds. Thus, we obtain a G((t))-action on A-mod x, which is of Harish-Chandra
type by construction.

¤

4.3. Twisting and fusion. Let now M′ be a torsion-free chiral A-module on
X. Assume that M′ is weakly Jets(G)X -equivariant. I.e., we have an action of
Jets(G)X on M′, compatible with its action on A in the natural sense.

Let M, N be two chiral A-modules, both supported at the point x ∈ X. Let g
be an S-point of G((t)) and let Mg and Ng the corresponding S-families of objects
of A-mod x, defined by Proposition-Construction 4.2.

Proposition-Construction 4.4. To every chiral pairing

(39) φ : j∗j∗(M′ £ M) → ∆!(N)

there functorially corresponds a chiral pairing

φ : j∗j∗(M′ £ Mg) → ∆!(Ng).

Proof. The proof is largely parallel to that of Proposition-Construction 4.2 above.

First, let M′ be any torsion-free module over a chiral algebra A. Consider the
topological vector spaces H0

DR(D×
x ,M′) and H0

DR(D×
x ×D×

x −∆D×
x
,A£M′); the

action of A on M′ gives rise to a map

actM′ : H0
DR(D×

x ×D×
x −∆D×

x
,A £ M′) → H0

DR(D×
x ,M′).

For two objects M,N ∈ A-mod x, chiral pairings {M′,M} → N are in bijection
with maps

φ : H0
DR(D×

x ,M′)
→⊗M → N,
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such that two difference of the two compositions

H0
DR(D×

x ×D×
x −∆D×

x
,A £ M′)

→⊗M → H0
DR(D×

x ,A)
→⊗H0

DR(D×
x ,M′)

→⊗M
id A⊗φ−→

→ H0
DR(D×

x ,A)
→⊗N

actN−→ N

and

H0
DR(D×

x ×D×
x −∆D×

x
,A £ M′)

→⊗M → H0
DR(D×

x ,M′)
→⊗H0

DR(D×
x ,A)

→⊗M
idM′ ⊗ actM−→

→ H0
DR(D×

x ,M′)
→⊗M

φ→ N

equals

H0
DR(D×

x ×D×
x −∆D×

x
,A £ M′)

→⊗M
actM′−→ H0

DR(D×
x ,M′)

→⊗M
φ→ N.

Suppose now that M′ is weakly Jets(G)X -equivariant. Given an S-point g of
G((t)) as above, as in the case of A, we obtain a map

H0
DR(D×

x ,M′) → OS

!⊗H0
DR(D×

x ,M′).

For a chiral pairing φ as above, we define a chiral pairing

H0
DR(D×

x ,M′)
→⊗ (M⊗ OS) → (N ⊗ OS)

as a composition

H0
DR(D×

x ,M′)
→⊗ (M⊗ OS) →

(
OS

!⊗H0
DR(D×

x ,M′)
) →⊗ (M⊗ OS) →

→ OS

!⊗
(
H0

DR(D×
x ,M′)

→⊗M
) !⊗ OS

id⊗φ⊗id−→ OS ⊗N ⊗ OS → N ⊗ OS .

It is easy to see that the relation involving the A-actions on M and N, described
above, holds.

¤

Let us assume now that in the circumstances of the above proposition, module
M′ is strongly Jets(G)X -equivariant. By definition, this means that the derivative
of the group-action, which is a map

M′ → M′ ⊗ L∨g ,

coincides with the one coming from the Lie-* action of Lg,κ via Lg,κ → A.

Let g1 and g2 be two S-points of G((t)), whose ratio is a map from S to the first
infinitesimal neighborhood of the identity in G((t)). In particular, for every choice
of the splitting g((t)) → ĝκ we have the canonical isomorphisms Mg1 ' Mg2 and
Ng1 ' Ng2 .

From the proof of Proposition-Construction 4.4 we obtain:
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Corollary 4.5. Under the above circumstances, the diagram

j∗j∗(M′ £ Mg1) −−−−→ ∆!(Ng1)

∼
y ∼

y
j∗j∗(M′ £ Mg2) −−−−→ ∆!(Ng2)

is commutative.

Let now F′ be a κ-twisted D-module on G((t)), which strongly K-equivariant on
the right, where K is an ”open-compact” group-subscheme of G((t)). By [FG2],
Sect. 22.4, given an object M ∈ A-mod x, which is strongly K-equivariant, there
exists a well-defined complex of objects in A-mod x:

C
∞
2

(
g((t));Kred,F

′ ⊗M
)
,

where Kred denotes the reductive quotient of K.

The image of this complex in the derived category is by definition the con-
volution F ? M, where F is the twisted D-module on G/K, corresponding to
F′.

From Proposition-Construction 4.4 above, we obtain that given two strongly
K-equivariant objects M,N ∈ A-mod x and a chiral pairing {M′,M} → N we
obtain a chiral pairing of graded objects

(40) {M′,C
∞
2

(
g((t));Kred,F

′ ⊗M
)
} → C

∞
2

(
g((t));Kred,F

′ ⊗N
)
.

Moreover, by Corollary 4.5, the above pairing is a map of complexes, i.e., it
respects the differentials on both sides.

As an application we shall now establish the following result. Let AvG[[t]] de-
note the functor D+(A-mod x) → D+(A-mod x)G[[t]], right adjoint to the forgetful
functor. In particular, it is left-exact and the functor

N → h0
(
AvG[[t]](N)

)

is the right adjoint to the forgetful functor A-mod G[[t]]
x → A-mod x.

Proposition 4.6. Let {M′,M} → N be a chiral pairing with M′ being strongly
Jets(G)X-equivariant, and M ∈ A-mod x being G[[t]]-equivariant. Then this pair-
ing canonically factors through {M′,M} → h0

(
AvG[[t]](N)

)
.

Proof. Let us recall that the functor AvG[[t]] is represented by the complex

N 7→ C•
(
g[[t]],OG[[t]] ⊗N

)
.
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Hence, as in (40), given a chiral pairing {M′,M} → N, we obtain a chiral pairing
of complexes

{M′,AvG[[t]](M)} → AvG[[t]](N),
compatible with the differential. Composing with the canonical map M →
AvG[[t]](M), we obtain the desired chiral pairing

{M′,M} → AvG[[t]](N).

¤

4.7. The global case. We shall now generalize the discussion of the previous
subsections to the case of chiral A-modules, which are not necessarily supported
at a single point x ∈ X.

Recall that in addition to Jets(G)X , we have the group D-ind scheme
Jetsmer(G)X .

Proposition-Construction 4.8.

(1) Let M be a chiral A-module on X, and let g be an S-point of Jetsmer(G),
where S is an affine D-scheme on X. Then the D-module Mg := M ⊗

OX

OS acquires

a natural structure of chiral A-module.

(2) If the ratio of two points g1 and g2 lies in the first infinitesimal neighborhood
of the unit section of Jetsmer(G), then for every choice of the splitting as a D-
module Lg → Lg,κ there exists a functorial isomorphism Mg1 ' Mg2.

(3) If M′ is a chiral A-module, which is weakly Jets(G)-equivariant, then to ev-
ery chiral pairing {M′,M} → N there functorially corresponds a chiral pairing
{M′,Mg} → Ng.

(4) In the circumstances of points (2) and (3) above assume in addition that M′
is strongly Jets(G)-equivariant. Then the diagram of Corollary 4.5 commutes.

Proof. Let us first recall the following general construction. Let

j∗j∗(Mi
1 £ Mi

2) → ∆!(Ni),

be maps of D-modules, where i runs over some finite set of indices i. Then we
have a map

(41) j∗j∗
(
(⊗

i
Mi

1) £ (⊗
i
Mi

2)
)
→ ∆!(⊗

i
Ni).

Let us recall also that the data of an S-point of Jetsmer(G) is equivalent to
that of a map

j∗j∗(OJets(G)X
£ OX) → ∆!(OS),
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such that the diagram

j∗j∗
(
(OJets(G)X

⊗ OJets(G)X
) £ OX

)
−−−−→ ∆!

(
(OS ⊗ OS) £ OX

)
y

y
j∗j∗(OJets(G)X

£ OX) −−−−→ ∆!(OS)

commutes, where the upper horizontal arrow comes from the map (41), and
vertical arrows are given by the algebra multiplication.

As in the proofs of Proposition-Construction 4.2 and Proposition-
Construction 4.4, the proof follows from the next general construction.
Let

j∗j∗(M1 £ M2) → ∆!(N) and M1 → M1 ⊗ OJets(G)X

be maps of D-modules and g be as above. Then from (41) we obtain a map

j∗j∗(M1 £ M2) → j∗j∗
(
(M1 ⊗ OJets(G)X

) £ (M2 £ OS)
)
→ ∆!(N ⊗ OS),

which, in turn, gives rise to a map

(42) j∗j∗
(
M1 £ (M2 ⊗ OS)

)
→ ∆!(N ⊗ OS).

By putting first M1 := A, M2 := M and N := M, we arrive to the chiral action
map of point (1). By putting M1 := M′, M2 := M and N := N, we arrive to the
chiral pairing of point (3).

To prove point (2), we can assume being given a map

j∗j∗(L∨g £ OX) → ∆!(OS),

and we have to construct a map ϕ : M → M⊗OS , which fits into the commutative
diagram:

j∗j∗(A £ M) −−−−→ j∗j∗
(
(A⊗ L∨g ) £ M

)

id £ϕ

y
y

j∗j∗
(
A £ (M⊗ OS)

)
−−−−→ ∆!(M⊗ OS),

where the right vertical arrow comes from (41), and the bottom horizontal arrow
comes from the initial chiral action of A on M.

The desired map ϕ is constructed as follows. The chiral bracket of Lg with M

(which is well-defined since we chose a splitting of Lg,κ) and (41) give rise to a
map

j∗j∗
(
(Lg ⊗ L∨g ) £ M

)
→ ∆!(M⊗ OS).

The required map if the Lie-* bracket induced by the above map applied to the
canonical element 1 ∈ H0

DR(Lg ⊗ L∨g ).
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The fact that the axioms are satisfied, and point (4) of the proposition follow
from the construction.

¤

Let M be a chiral A-module as above, and let F′ be a chiral module over
DG,κ. Then Proposition-Construction 4.8 implies that proceeding as in [FG2],
Sect. 22.4, we can form a twisted product of F′ and M, denoted F′£̃M.

Let us write down this construction explicitly. As a D-module, this will be the
usual tensor product F′⊗M, but it will carry a new action of A, and a commuting
action of Ag,2κcrit . (Note that 2κcrit equals the negative of the Killing form on g.)

Namely, the action of A is the composition:

j∗j∗(A £ (F′ ⊗M)) → j∗j∗((OJets(G)X
⊗A) £ (F′ ⊗M)) → ∆!(F′ ⊗M),

where the last arrow comes from the chiral action of OJets(G)X
on F and A on M

via (41).

The chiral action of Lg,2κcrit is the diagonal one with respect to the r-action of
Ag,κ′ on F′ and the action of Lg,κ on M that comes from Lg,κ → A.

Hence, by tensoring with tensoring with the Clifford chiral algebra, we obtain
a well-defined complex C

∞
2 (Lg,F

′ ⊗ M) of chiral A-modules. More generally,
if {M′,M} → N is a chiral pairing of A-modules, with M′ being Jets(G)X -
equivariant, as in point (3) of the above proposition, we obtain a chiral pairing
of complexes

j∗j∗
(
M′ £ C

∞
2 (Lg,F

′ ⊗M)
)
→ ∆!

(
C
∞
2 (Lg,F

′ ⊗N)
)
.

In particular, if F′ is strongly equivariant with respect to the right action of
Jets(G)X and M is also Jets(G)X -equivariant, by considering the corresponding
subcomplex of chains relative to g ∈ Γ(X, Lg), we obtain a map

(43) j∗j∗
(
M′ £ C

∞
2 (Lg; g,F′ ⊗M)

)
→ ∆!

(
C
∞
2 (Lg; g,F′ ⊗N)

)
,

and on the level of individual cohomologies the chiral pairings

(44) j∗j∗(M′ £ hi(F ? M)) → ∆!(hi(F ? N)),

where F denotes the corresponding twisted D-module on GrG,X .

4.9. Some compatibilities. Let us take as an example the case when M = A,
and the canonical chiral pairing {M′,A} → M′. We obtain the chiral pairings

(45) {M′, hi(F ? A)} → hi(F ? M′).
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Consider the case A ' Ag,κ. Then, by construction,

F ? Ag,κ ' Γ(GrG,X ,F).

Lemma 4.10. For A ' Ag,κ, the chiral pairings of (45) coincide with those of
(18).

Proof. By the construction of the pairings in (45), it is sufficient to consider the
case when M′ ' DG,κ. The latter reduces to the case of the chiral algebra DG,κ

rather than Ag,κ.

Now the assertion of the lemma follows from the next general observation: if
M′ = A, then the map of Proposition-Construction 4.8(3) coincides with the
chiral action of A on Mg. In particular, the maps of (44) are also given by the
chiral action of A on hi(F ? M).

¤

Let us now establish some further compatibilities, satisfied by the maps of
Proposition-Construction 4.8.

Let M1,M2,M3 be chiral modules over A, and let {M1,M2} → M1,2,
{M2,M3} → M2,3, {M1,M3} → M1,3 be chiral pairings. In addition, let
{M1,2,M3} → N, {M2,3,M1} → N, {M1,3,M2} → N be chiral pairings such that
the sum of the three maps

j∗j∗(M1 £ M2 £ M3) → ∆!(N)

equals zero.

Assume also that all of the above modules are Jets(G)X -equivariant, and let
F be a twisted D-module on GrG,X .

Lemma 4.11. Under the above circumstances the sum of the three induced maps

j∗j∗
(
hi(F ? M1) £ M2 £ M3

)
→ ∆!(hi(F ? N)

)

is zero.

Proof. By the construction of convolution, it suffices to note the following. Let
M1,M2,M3, M1,2,M2,3,M1,3,N be as above, but let us only assume that M2,M3

and M2,3 are Jets(G)X -equivariant. Let g be an S-point of Jetsmer(G)X for some
D-scheme S.

Then we have the chiral pairings,

{Mg
1 ,M2} → M

g
1,2, {M1,M3} → M

g
1,3,

{Mg
1,2,M3} → Ng, {Mg

1,3,M2} → Ng, {Mg
1 ,M2,3} → Ng,
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and the sum of the resulting three maps

j∗j∗(M
g
1 £ M2 £ M3) → ∆!(Ng)

is zero.

¤

Let now F′1, F′2 be two chiral DG,κ-modules with F′1 being strongly Jets(G)X -
equivariant on the right and F′2 being strongly Jets(G)X -equivariant on the left.
Let F′1?F′2 be their convolution, which is by definition represented by the complex

C
∞
2 (Lg; g,F′1 ⊗ F′2).

Given a chiral pairing {M′,M} → N with M′ being strongly Jets(G)-
equivariant, we on the one hand, obtain a chiral pairing of complexes

{M′,F′2 ? M} → F′2 ? N,

from which we further obtain a chiral pairing of bi-complexes

{M′,F′1 ? (F′2 ? M)} → F′1 ? (F′2 ? N).

On the other hand, from the original pairing we obtain another pairing of bi-
complexes

{M′, (F′1 ? F′2) ? M} → (F′1 ? F′2) ? N.

However, by [FG2], Sect. 22.9.1, the complexes associated to

(F′1 ? F′2) ? M′′ and F′1 ? (F′2 ? M′′)

for M′′ = M or M′′ = N are isomorphic. The next assertion follows from the
construction:

Lemma 4.12. Under the above circumstances, the diagram of complexes

j∗j∗
(
M′ £ (F′1 ? (F′2 ? M))

)
−−−−→ ∆!

(
F′1 ? (F′2 ? N)

)

∼
y ∼

y
j∗j∗

(
M′ £ ((F′1 ? F′2) ? M))

)
−−−−→ ∆!

(
(F′1 ? F′2) ? N)

)

commutes.

4.13. Proof of Theorem 2.6. We shall now prove the following generalization
of Theorem 2.6. Let A be a chiral algebra as in Sect. 4.1. Let us assume that the
level κ is integral, i.e., the spherical D-modules FV,X on GrG,X for V ∈ Rep(Ǧ)
make sense.

Assume that for any V as above the convolution FV,X ?A is acyclic away from
degree 0.
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Theorem 4.14. Let M be a strongly Jets(G)X-equivariant chiral module.

(1) The convolution FV,X ? M is acyclic away from cohomological degree 0.

(2) Chiral pairings {FV,X ? A,M} → N, where N is any other chiral A-module,
are in bijection with maps of chiral A-modules FV,X ? M → N.

In this subsection we will prove the first point of the theorem.

The functor M 7→ FV,X ? M on the derived category of strongly Jets(G)X -
equivariant chiral modules over A is both left and right adjoint to N 7→ FV ∗,X ?N.
Hence, it is enough to show that it is right-exact. Suppose not, and let k be the
maximal integer, for which hk(FV,X?M) is non-zero for some M ∈ A-mod Jets(G)X .
Then k is also the maximal integer, for which h−k(FV ∗,X ? N) 6= 0 for N ∈
A-mod Jets(G)X .

Let us choose an object M as above that saturates this bound, and let us
denote by N the k-th cohomology of FV,X ?M. By adjunction we have a non-zero
map M → h−k(FV ∗,X ? N).

We can represent τ≥0(FV,X ? M) by a complex M•
1, supported in degrees ≥ 0,

such that the map of (43) gives rise to a chiral pairing {FV,X ? A,M} → M•
1.

Moreover, we can represent N by a complex N•, also supported in degrees ≥ 0,
such that the map FV,X ? M → N[−k] is represented by a map of complexes
M•

1 → N•[−k].

Consider the diagram of complexes:

(46)

∆!

(
h0(FV ∗,X ? N•[−k])

)
x

j∗j∗
(
h0(FV ∗,X ? (FV,X ? A)) £ M

)
−−−−→ ∆!

(
h0(FV ∗,X ? M•

1)
)

x
x

j∗j∗(A £ M) −−−−→ ∆!(M),

where the left vertical arrow comes from the map δ1,GrG
→ FV ∗,X ? FV,X , the

lower right vertical arrow comes from

M → FV ∗,X ? FV,X ? M → FV ∗,X ? M1,

and the upper horizontal arrow comes by functoriality from Proposition-
Construction 4.8. This diagram is commutative by Lemma 4.12.
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The composed arrow from the lower left corner to the upper right corner of
the above diagram vanishes, since the composition

j∗j∗
(
(FV,X ? A) £ M

)
→ ∆!(M•

1) → N•[−k]

is evidently equal to 0.

This is a contradiction, since the lower horizontal arrow is surjective, and the
composition

∆!(M) → ∆!

(
h0(FV ∗,X ? M1)

)
→ ∆!

(
h0(FV ∗,X ? N•[−k])

)

equals the map M → h−k(FV ∗,X ? N) above.

4.15. Proof of Theorem 4.14(2). The canonical map of (44) assigns to every
map of chiral modules FV,X?M → N a chiral pairing φ : {FV,X?A,M} → FV,X?M.

Let us construct a map in the opposite direction. By Proposition 4.6, it is
sufficient to consider the case when N is also Jets(G)X -equivariant. For φ as
above, consider the chiral pairing

j∗j∗
(
(FV ∗,X ? FV,X ? A) £ M

)
→ ∆!(FV ∗,X ? N),

obtained from Proposition-Construction 4.8. Using the canonical map A →
FV ∗,X ? FV,X ? A we thus obtain a chiral pairing {A,M} → FV ∗,X ? N. By
Lemma 2.2, the latter gives rise to a map of chiral modules M → FV ∗,X ? N. By
adjunction, we obtain a map ψ : FV,X ? M → N, as required.

The fact that, if the initial chiral pairing φ came from a map FV,X ? M → N,
then the resulting map ψ equals the initial one, follows from (46).

Let us start with a map φ, and show that the pairing φ′ : {FV,X ? A,M} → M

obtained from the corresponding ψ, equals the initial φ.

Consider the three maps

j∗j∗
(
A £ (FV,X ? A) £ M

)
→ ∆!(N),

obtained from the map φ. By the definition of chiral pairings, their sum equals
0. Using Proposition-Construction 4.8, we obtain three maps

j∗j∗
(
A £ (FV ∗,X ? FV,X ? A) £ M

)
→ ∆!(FV ∗,X ? N),

whose sum is still equal to 0, by Lemma 4.11.

Furthermore, using Proposition-Construction 4.8 again, we obtain three maps

j∗j∗
(
(FV,X ? A) £ (FV ∗,X ? FV,X ? A) £ M

)
→ ∆!(FV,X ? FV ∗,X ? N).
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Composing these maps with A → FV ∗,X ? FV,X ? A and FV,X ? FV ∗,X ? N → N

we obtain three maps

(47) j∗j∗
(
(FV,X ? A) £ A £ M

)
→ ∆!(N),

that sum up to zero.

Let us calculate the resulting maps explicitly. It is easy to see that the first of
these maps, namely, the one obtained by first fusing the x1 and x2 coordinates
equals

j∗j∗
(
(FV,X ? A) £ A £ M

)
→ ∆x1=x2 !

(
j∗j∗((FV,X ? A) £ M)

)
φ→ ∆!(N),

where the first arrow is given by the chiral action of A on FV,X ? A.

The second map, namely, the one obtained by first fusing the x2 and x3 coor-
dinates equals

j∗j∗
(
(FV,X ? A) £ A £ M

)
→ ∆x2=x3 !

(
j∗j∗((FV,X ? A) £ M)

)
φ′→ ∆!(N),

where the first arrow is the chiral action of A on M.

The third arrow, by construction, factors through a D-module supported on
the diagonal x1 = x3.

Let us now compare the three maps of (47) with the three maps between the
same objects that correspond to the initial chiral pairing φ, and subtract one
from another.

We have two equal maps

j∗j∗
(
(FV,X ? A) £ A £ M

)
→ ∆!(N),

such that one factors as

j∗j∗
(
(FV,X ? A) £ A £ M

)
³ ∆x2=x3 !

(
j∗j∗((FV,X ? A) £ M)

)
φ′−φ−→ ∆!(N),

and the other through a D-module, supported on the diagonal x1 = x3. this
implies that both maps are in fact 0, and in particular, φ = φ′.

Part II: The Iwahori case

In this part of the paper we consider convolutions of the central sheaves on the
affine flag variety with objects of the category of I-equivariant ĝcrit-modules.
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5. Convolution with central sheaves

5.1. Opers with nilpotent singularities. From now on we shall fix a point
x ∈ X. Let λ be an integral weight such that λ + ρ is dominant. Recall that to
such λ in [FG2], Sect. 7.6, we have attached a subscheme

Spec(Zλ,nilp
g ) ⊂ Spec(Zg).

In terms of the isomorphism (7) between Spec(Zg) and the ind-scheme of ǧ-
opers on D×

x , the subscheme Spec(Zλ,nilp
g ) corresponds to opers with a regular

singularity and residue $(−λ− ρ), see [FG2], Sect. 2.9.

According to [FG2], Sect. 7.6, if a weight µ is of the form w(λ + ρ) − ρ for
some w ∈ W , then the support of the ĝcrit-module Mµ := Indbgcrit

g[[t]](M
µ), where

Mµ denotes the Verma module of highest weight µ over g, is contained (and in
fact equal to) Spec(Zλ,nilp

g ).

Let z
λ,nilp
g be the modification of the D-algebra zg at x, corresponding to Z

λ,nilp
g .

From [FG2], Sect. 2.9, we obtain that for every V ∈ Rep(Ǧ), the module VX−x

extends naturally to a free Z
λ,nilp
g -module, such that the connection has a pole of

order ≤ 1 at x and a nilpotent monodromy.

Let Z̃
λ,nilp
g be the completion of Zg with respect to the ideal of Z

λ,nilp
g . Let

Spec(Zint,nilp
g ) (resp., Spec(Z̃int,nilp

g )) be the sub-ind scheme of Spec(Zg) defined
to the disjoint union t

λ
Spec(Zλ,nilp

g ) (resp., t
λ

Spec(Z̃λ,nilp
g )).

Applying Lemma 1.4, we obtain that for each V ∈ Rep(Ǧ), the module VX−x

gives rise to a vector bundle VeZint,nilp
g

over Spec(Z̃int,nilp
g ), equipped with a nilpotent

endomorphism, which we will denote by NVeZint,nilp
g

. Moreover, for U ' V ⊗W we

have an isomorphism

UeZint,nilp
g

' VeZint,nilp
g

⊗
eZint,nilp

g

WeZint,nilp
g

,

so that NUeZint,nilp
g

= NVeZint,nilp
g

+ NWeZint,nilp
g

.

5.2. Statement of the theorem. Let I ⊂ G((t)) be the Iwahori subgroup,
i.e., the preimage of B ⊂ G under the evaluation map G[[t]] → G. Following
the notation of [FG2], we shall denote by ĝκ-mod I the category of I-integrable
representations of ĝ at the level κ.

The above estimate on the support of the modules Mµ implies:
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Lemma 5.3. The support of every object M ∈ ĝcrit-mod I over Spec(Zg) is con-
tained in Spec(Z̃int,nilp

g ).

Thus, for every M ∈ ĝcrit-mod I and V ∈ Rep(Ǧ) we can functorially attach
another object of ĝcrit-mod I :

VeZint,nilp
g

⊗
eZint,nilp

g

M,

which carries a nilpotent endomorphism NVeZint,nilp
g

.

Let FlG = G((t))/I be the affine flag scheme of G. For a level κ we shall
denote by D(FlG)κ-mod the category of κ-twisted right D-modules on FlG. By
D(FlG)κ-mod I we shall denote the corresponding category of I-equivariant ob-
jects in D(FlG)κ-mod . When κ is integral (e.g., critical) we will sometimes iden-
tify D(FlG)κ-mod with the usual category of D-modules by means of the tensor
product with the corresponding line bundle.

Given an object F ∈ D(FlG)κ-mod and M ∈ gκ-mod I we can form their
convolution, denoted F?

I
M, which is an object of D(gκ-mod ). When no confusion

is likely to occur, we will omit the subscript I from ?
I
.

Let us recall from [Ga] that to every object V ∈ Rep(Ǧ) there corresponds
an object ZV ∈ D(FlG)-mod I called a central sheaf. Each central sheaf is en-
dowed with a functorial endomorphism NV . The construction of D-modules ZV

will be reviewed in some detail in the sequel. Slightly abusing the notation, we
shall denote by the same symbol ZV the corresponding I-equivariant object of
D(FlG)crit-mod I .

Our main result is the following:

Theorem 5.4. For every M ∈ ĝcrit-mod I and V ∈ Rep(Ǧ) the convolution
ZV ? M is acyclic away from cohomological degree 0, and we have a canonical
isomorphism

sV : ZV ?
I

M ' VeZint,nilp
g,x

⊗
eZint,nilp

g,x

M,

such that the endomorphism induced by NV on the LHS goes over to the en-
domorphism, induced by NVeZint,nilp

g

on the RHS. This system of isomorphisms

is compatible with tensor products of Ǧ-representations in the same sense as in
Theorem 1.10
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5.5. Spherical case, revisited. Let us note that Theorem 5.4, whose prove is
parallel to, but independent of, the proof of Theorem 1.10, implies the latter
theorem. Indeed, let p denote the natural projection FlG → GrG; then by [Ga],
there is a canonical isomorphism

p!(ZV ) ' FV .

For an object M ∈ ĝcrit-mod G[[t]] we have:

ZV ?
I

M ' FV ?
G[[t]]

M,

and the assertion follows from the fact that the restriction of VeZint,nilp
g,x

to

Spec(Z̃int,reg
g ) ⊂ Spec(Z̃int,nilp

g,x ) identifies canonically with Vezint,reg
g,x

.

In particular, since the nilpotent endomorphism that NV induces on FV is
zero, we obtain the assertion of Corollary 1.11. This, in turn, gives an alternative
proof of Lemma 1.8, as was promised earlier. Let us now prove Lemma 1.7:

Proof. One the one hand, by [FG2], Corollary 7.6.2, the support of Vµ over
Spec(Zg) is contained in the subscheme Spec(Zµ,nilp

g ). On the other hand, by
Corollary 1.11, which was proved independently, the support of Vµ is contained
in the ind-subscheme Spec(Zm.f.

g ). The assertion of the lemma follows now from
the fact that

Spec(Zµ,nilp
g ) ∩ Spec(Zm.f.

g ) = Spec(Zµ,reg
g ),

(see [FG2], Sect. 2.9).

¤

5.6. The case of differential operators. Parallel to the spherical situation,
let us consider a particular case of the above theorem, corresponding to differen-
tial operators. Consider the object of δI,G((t)) ∈ DG,crit-mod x, corresponding to
distributions on I.

In other words, if πFl denotes the projection G((t)) → FlG, then

δI,G((t)) ' Γ(G((t)), π∗Fl(δ1,FlG)),

where δ1,FlG is the δ-function at 1 ∈ FlG. As a ĝcrit-module, δI,G((t)) can be
described as Indbgcrit

g[[t]](OI). We have:

Theorem 5.7. We have a canonical isomorphism of ĝcrit-bimodules

Γ(G((t)), π∗FlG
(ZV )) ' VeZint,nilp

g,x
⊗

eZint,nilp
g,x

δI,G((t)),

which intertwines the endomorphism NV on the LHS with NVeZint,nilp
g

on the

RHS. This system of isomorphisms is compatible with tensor products of
Ǧ-representations.
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The same argument as in the spherical case shows that Theorem 5.7 actually
implies Theorem 5.4.

6. Fusion in the Iwahori case

Our strategy of proof of Theorem 5.4 will be parallel to that of Theorem 1.10.
Namely, we will construct a functor on the category of ĝcrit-modules, and show
that it is represented by both sides of the isomorphism stated in the theorem.

An additional ingredient in the present situation is that we will have to twist
the chiral Ag,κ-modules Γ(GrG,X−x,FV,X−x) by certain local systems on the punc-
tured curve.

6.1. Nilpotent local systems. Let us fix a family of local systems En, n ∈ N,
defined on a punctured Zariski neighborhood of x ∈ X, each En being an n-fold
extension of the trivial local system (i.e., E1 is the trivial local system), endowed
with a nilpotent endomorphism NE of order n− 1, and such that we are given a
compatible system of surjections

(48) En ³ Em,

defined for every m ≤ n and compatible with the action of NE. Then the action
of NE gives rise to a system of exact sequences:

0 → Em → En
Nm

E→ En → En−m → 0.

For example, if we choose a local coordinate t near x, such a system can be
obtained as follows. Let En be the standard n-dimensional Jordan block, i.e., the
vector space C[s]/sn−1 with the nilpotent operator NE equal to the multiplication
by s. Set En := En ⊗ OX−x, with t∇t acting as NE + t∂t.

Let us denote by En,x the fiber at x of the extension of En, given by Lemma 1.4.
This is an n-dimensional vector space, endowed with a nilpotent operator of order
n − 1, which coincides with the one induced by NE. We shall fix a system of
identifications En,x ' En, such that NE goes over to NE , and which is compatible
with the morphisms (48).

6.2. A canonical chiral pairing. Recall now that if A is any chiral algebra and
M is a chiral module over it, and E is any D-module on X, then the D-module
M⊗ E is naturally a chiral module over A.

Proposition-Construction 6.3. Let κ be any integral level. Then for any M ∈
ĝκ-mod I and n ∈ N there exists a canonical chiral pairing of DG,crit-modules:

jx∗j∗x

(
Γ
(
G((t)), π∗(FV )

)
⊗ En

)
⊗ δI,G((t)) → ix!

(
Γ
(
G((t)), π∗Fl(ZV )

))

Nn
V

,
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such that for n ≥ m the diagram

jx∗j∗x

(
Γ
(
G((t)), π∗(FV )

)
⊗ En

)
⊗ δI,G((t)) −−−−→ ix!(Γ

(
G((t)), π∗Fl(ZV )

))

Nn
Vy

y

jx∗j∗x

(
Γ
(
G((t)), π∗(FV )

)
⊗ Em

)
⊗ δI,G((t)) −−−−→ ix!

(
Γ
(
G((t)), π∗Fl(ZV )

))

Nm
V

is commutative.

Before giving the proof we need to review the construction of the D-modules
ZV . Consider the ind-scheme FlG,X over X, whose fiber over x1 ∈ X is the set
of triples (PG, β, α), where β is a trivialization of PG on X − {x, x1} and α is a
reduction of the fiber PG,x at x to B. Note that FlG,X is the same as GrG,X;K

for K = I.

The preimage of X − x in FlG,X , denoted FlG,X−x, is isomorphic to
GrG,X−x×FlG, whereas the preimage of x ∈ X is isomorphic to FlG. More
generally, we will consider the ind-scheme FlG,Xn over Xn, whose fiber over
(x1, ..., xn) ∈ Xn is the set of triples (PG, β, α), where β now is a trivialization
defined away from x1 ∪ ... ∪ xn ∪ x.

Recall the ind-scheme Jetsmer(G)Xn from Sect. 2.9, and let Jetsmer(G)Xn−1×x

be the closed ind-subscheme defined by the condition that the last point in the
n-tuple x1, ..., xn is fixed to be x.

Note that we have a natural projection πFl : Jetsmer(G)Xn×x → FlG,Xn , which
corresponds to remembering the reduction to B at x out of the trivialization of
PG on the formal neighborhood of x1 ∪ ... ∪ xn ∪ x.

Given an object V ∈ Rep(Ǧ) and n ∈ N, we consider (FV,X−x⊗En)£ δ1,FlG as
a D-module on FlG,X−x. For n ∈ N consider the fiber over x of its intermediate
extension onto the entire FlG,X , i.e.,

ZV,n := i!xjx!∗
(
(FV,X−x ⊗ En) £ δ1,FlG

)
.

This is a D-module on FlG, endowed with an action of NE, by the transport
of structure. The following summarizes the main construction of [Ga]:

• For n large enough and n′ ≥ n the maps ZV,n′ → ZV,n are isomorphisms.
• The D-module ZV is isomorphic to ZV,n for all n large enough. Under

this identification, the endomorphism NV equals the one induced by NE.
• For any other n′′, ZV,n′′ ' (ZV )

Nn′′
V

.
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In fact, the above is a paraphrase of the fact that ZV is obtained by applying
the functor of unipotent nearby cycles Ψun to the D-module (FV,X−x £ δ1,FlG) on
FlG,X−x.

Note that if E′ is any local system on X − x with a nilpotent monodromy
around x, then the formalism of nearby cycles, developed in [Be] implies that

(49) i!xjx!∗
(
(FV,X−x ⊗ E′) £ δ1,FlG

)
[1] '

(
ZV ⊗ E′x

)
NV +NE′

,

where E′x is the fiber of the extension of E′ across x, given by Lemma 1.4, and
NE′ is its canonical nilpotent endomorphism.

6.4. Proof of Proposition-Construction 6.3. Consider the canonical map of
twisted D-modules on FlG,X

(50) jx∗
(
(FV,X−x ⊗ En) £ δ1,FlG

)
→ ix!(ZV,n).

By taking the pull-back of (50) under πFl : Jetsmer(G)X×x → FlG,X , we obtain
a map of D-modules on X:
(51)

jx∗j∗x

(
Γ
(
Jetsmer(G)X , π∗(FV,X)

)
⊗En

)
⊗δI,G((t)) → ix!

(
Γ
(
G((t)), π∗Fl(ZV )

))

Nn
V

,

as was stated in Proposition-Construction 6.3. Thus, in order to finish the proof,
we need to show that the above map respects the action of DG,κ, i.e., that it is
indeed a chiral pairing.

Consider the ind-scheme FlG,X2 over X2; let FlG,(X−x)2−∆X−x
denote its open

subscheme equal to the preimage of the corresponding open subscheme in X2;
let j denote the corresponding open embedding. Let ∆ be the embedding of
FlG,x×x ' FlG.

We have an isomorphism:

FlG,(X−x)2−∆X−x
'

(
(GrG,X−x×GrG,X−x) ×

(X−x)2
((X − x)2 −∆X−x)

)
× FlG .

As in the case of GrG,Xn , we have a map 11,1 : X × FlG,X → FlG,X2 , and
consider the twisted D-module on FlG,X2 equal to

(11,1)!

(
ωX £

(
jx!∗(FV,X−x ⊗ En)

))
.

It gives rise to three maps

(52) j∗j∗
(
δ1,GrG,X

£ (FV,X−x ⊗ En) £ δ1,FlG

)
→ ∆!(ZV )Nn

V
,

which sum up to zero.
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Pulling back to the two sides of (52) to Jetsmer(G)X2×x and taking the (quasi-
coherent) direct image onto X2 we obtain three maps

j∗j∗
(

DG,κ£
(
Γ(Jetsmer(G)X , π∗(FV,X))⊗En

)
£δI,G((t))

)
→ ∆!

(
Γ
(
G((t)), π∗Fl(ZV )

))

Nn
V

.

From Proposition 2.12, we obtain that these three maps are equal to those that
appear in the definition of chiral pairings.

6.5. Chiral pairings with other representations. As in the spherical situa-
tion, from the chiral pairing given by Proposition-Construction 6.3, we obtain a
chiral pairing over Ag,κ:

(53) jx∗j∗x

((
Γ(GrG,X ,FV,X

)
⊗ En

)
⊗ δI,G((t)) → ix!

(
Γ
(
G((t)), π∗Fl(ZV )

))

Nn
V

,

which commutes with the action of ĝκ′ on δI,G((t)) and Γ
(
G((t)), π∗Fl(ZV )

)
, given

by r.

Given an I-integrable gκ-module M we obtain a chiral pairing of complexes of
Ag,κ-modules:

{Γ(GrG,X ,FV,X)⊗ En,C
∞
2 (g((t)); h, δI,G((t)) ⊗M)} →

→ C
∞
2

(
g((t)); h,Γ(G((t)), π∗Fl(ZV ))⊗M

)
Nn

V

.

In particular, by taking n >> 0 so that Nn
V = 0, we obtain a chiral pairing

(54) {Γ(GrG,X−x,FV,X−x)⊗ En,M} → h0(ZV ?
I

M),

such that the action of NE on LHS corresponds to the action of NV on the RHS.

More generally, for an arbitrary local system E′ with a nilpotent monodromy
around x, we obtain a chiral pairing

(55) {Γ(GrG,X−x,FV,X−x)⊗ E′,M} →
(
h0(ZV ?

I
M)⊗ E′x

)
NV +NE′

.

Parallel to Theorem 2.6, we will prove:

Theorem 6.6. Assume that κ is non-positive, Then:

(1) For every M ∈ ĝκ-mod I , the convolution ZV ?
I

M is acyclic away from coho-

mological degree 0.

(2) The functor on ĝκ-mod that sends N to the set of chiral pairings

{Γ(GrG,X ,FV,X)⊗ E′,M} → N,

is representable by
(
(ZV ?

I
M)⊗ E′x

)
NV +NE′

.
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We shall now proceed with the proof of Theorem 5.4, which does not rely on
Theorem 6.6. We will need to establish the following generalization of Proposi-
tion 2.8:

For V, W ∈ Rep(Ǧ), recall from [Ga] that there exists a natural isomorphism

(56) ZV ?
I

ZW ' ZV⊗W ,

such that the endomorphism NV +NW on the LHS goes over to the endomorphism
NV⊗W .

Let n,m ∈ N be such that ZV → (ZV )Nn
V

and ZW → (ZW )Nn
V

are isomor-
phisms. Let M be an object of ĝcrit-mod I , such that all convolutions ZV ′ ? M,
V ′ ∈ Rep(Ǧ) are acyclic away from cohomological degree 0.

In this case, as in Proposition 2.8, we have three maps
(57)
j∗j∗

(
(Γ(GrG,X ,FV,X)⊗ En) £ (Γ(GrG,X ,FW,X)⊗ Em) £ M

)
→ ix!(ZV⊗W ?

I
M),

defined as follows.

The first map is the composition

j∗j∗
((

Γ(GrG,X ,FV,X)⊗ En

)
£

(
Γ(GrG,X ,FW,X)⊗ Em

)
£ M

)
→

∆x2=x3 !

(
j∗j∗

(
Γ(GrG,X ,FV,X)⊗ En) £ (ZW ? M)

))
→ ∆!

(
ZV ?

I
ZW ?

I
M

)
.

The second map is the negative of the one defined by interchanging the roles
of V and W . To define the third map note that from (49) we obtain a map of
D-modules on FlG,X :

(58) jx∗j∗x

((
Γ(GrG,X ,FV⊗W )⊗ En ⊗ Em

)
£ δ1,FlG

)
→ ∆!(ZV ?

I
ZW ),

which comes from the projection
(
ZV⊗W ⊗ En ⊗ Em

)
NV⊗W +NE|En+NE|Em

'
(
(ZV ⊗ En) ? (ZW ⊗ Em)

)
NV +NW +NE|En+NE|Em

³ (ZV ⊗ En)NV +NE|En
? (ZW ⊗ Em)NW +NE|Em

' ZV ?
I

ZW .

Corresponding to it there is a chiral pairing, defined for every M as above:

(59) jx∗j∗x

((
Γ(GrG,X ,FV⊗W )⊗ En ⊗ Em

)
£ M

))
→ ∆!(ZV ?

I
ZW ?

I
M).
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The third map in (57) equals the composition

j∗j∗
((

Γ(GrG,X ,FV,X)⊗ En

)
£

(
Γ(GrG,X ,FW,X)⊗ Em

)
£ M

)
→

→ ∆x1=x2 !

(
jx∗j∗x

((
Γ(GrG,X ,FV⊗W )⊗ En ⊗ Em

)
£ M

))
(59)−→ ∆!(ZV ?

I
ZW ?

I
M).

Proposition 6.7. The sum of the three maps above is 0.

Proof. Recall that

FlG,(X−x)2−∆X−x
'

(
(GrG,X−x×GrG,X−x) ×

(X−x)2
((X − x)2 −∆X−x)

)
× FlG,

and consider the twisted D-module

(60) j!∗
(
(FV,X−x ⊗ En) £ (FW,X−x ⊗ Em) £ δ1,FlG

)

on FlG,X2 .

Let FlG,X×x (resp., FlG,x×X , FlG,∆X
) denote the preimage in FlG,X2 of the

corresponding subvariety in X2. By considering the iterated version of FlG,X2 ,
the following description of the D-module (60) was obtained in [Ga1]:

• The restriction of the D-module (60) to FlG,X×x ' FlG,X identifies with

ker
(

jx∗j∗x
(
(FV,X ⊗ En) £ ZW

)
→ ix!(ZV ?

I
ZW )

)
.

• The restriction of (60) to FlG,x×X ' FlG,X identifies with

ker
(

jx∗j∗x
(
(FW,X ⊗ Em) £ ZV

)
→ ix!(ZW ?

I
ZV )

)
.

• The restriction of (60) to FlG,∆X
' FlG,X identifies with

ker
(

jx∗j∗x
(
(FV⊗W,X ⊗ En ⊗ Em) £ δ1,FlG

)
(58)−→ ix!(ZV ?

I
ZW )

)
.

Hence, we obtain three maps

(61) j∗j∗
(
(FV,X ⊗ En) £ (FW,X ⊗ Em) £ δ1,FlG

)
→ ∆!(ZV ?

I
ZW ),

whose some equals to zero. By lifting the terms of (61) and the corresponding
maps by means of πFl : Jetsmer(G)X2×x → FlG,X2 , we obtain three maps

j∗j∗
(
(Γ(GrG,X ,FV,X)⊗En)£(Γ(GrG,X ,FW,X)⊗Em)£δI,G((t))

)
→ ∆!

(
ZV⊗W ?

I
δI,G((t))

)
.

We claim that these maps coincide with those of of Proposition 6.7 for M =
δI,G((t)). This follows from Lemma 2.12 in the same way as in the proof of Propo-
sition 2.8.
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The case of a general M follows from that of δI,G((t)) by the construction of the
maps (54).

¤

6.8. Proof of Theorem 5.4. The proof will be parallel to that of Theorem 1.10.
It suffices to construct the isomorphisms

(62) s−1
V : VeZint,nilp

g,x
⊗

eZint,nilp
g,x

M ' ZV ?
I

M,

for M = δI,G((t)), which commute with the right action of ĝcrit, which intertwine
the actions of NVeZint,nilp

g,x

and NV , and which are compatible with tensor products

of representations. Given V ∈ Rep(Ǧ) and M ∈ ĝcrit-mod I will construct the
map s−1

V functorially, provided that ZV ?
I

M is acyclic away from cohomological

degree 0 for all V ∈ Rep(Ǧ).

Let N1 and N2 be two ĝcrit-modules, such that the support of N1 over Spec(Zg)
is in Spec(Z̃int,nilp

g,x ). The next assertion is deduced from Lemma 3.7 and Proposi-
tion 3.4 as was the case of Theorem 3.2:

Lemma 6.9. Chiral pairings

{(Vzg ⊗
zg

Ag,crit) ⊗
OX

En,N1} → N2

are in bijection with maps of ĝcrit-modules(
VeZint,nilp

g,x
⊗

eZint,nilp
g,x

N1

)
Nn

VeZint,nilp
g,x

→ N2.

More generally, for a local system E′ on X − x with a nilpotent monodromy
around x, chiral pairings

{(Vzg ⊗
zg

Ag,crit) ⊗
OX

E′,N1} → N2

are in bijection with maps of ĝcrit-modules
((

VeZint,nilp
g,x

⊗
eZint,nilp

g,x

N1

)
⊗

E′x
)

NVeZint,nilp
g,x

+NE′
→ N2.

Setting N1 = M and N2 = ZV ?
I

M and taking n >> 0 so that Nn
VeZint,nilp

g,x

= 0,

from the map (54), we produce the desired map

s−1
V : VeZint,nilp

g,x
⊗

eZint,nilp
g,x

M → ZV ?
I

M.
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We claim that this map is compatible with tensor products of objects of
Rep(Ǧ), i.e., that the following three maps coincide:

VeZint,nilp
g,x

⊗
eZint,nilp

g,x

WeZint,nilp
g,x

⊗
eZint,nilp

g,x

M
s−1
V→ ZV ?

I
(WeZint,nilp

g,x
⊗

eZint,nilp
g,x

M)
idZV

?
I
s−1
W→ ZV ?

I
ZW ?

I
M,

VeZint,nilp
g,x

⊗
eZint,nilp

g,x

WeZint,nilp
g,x

⊗
eZint,nilp

g,x

M
idV⊗s−1

W→ VeZint,nilp
g,x

⊗
eZint,nilp

g,x

(ZW ?
I
M)

s−1
V−→ ZV ?

I
ZW ?

I
M

and

VeZint,nilp
g,x

⊗
eZint,nilp

g,x

WeZint,nilp
g,x

⊗
eZint,nilp

g,x

M
s−1
V⊗W→ ZV⊗W ?

I
M ' ZV ?

I
ZW ?

I
M.

This follows from Proposition 6.7 and Lemma 3.5 as in the proof of Proposi-
tion 3.9.

Finally, the fact that the maps s−1
V are isomorphisms follows from the above

compatibility with tensor products as in the proof of Theorem 1.10.

Remark. Let us notice that the assertion of Theorem 6.6 is stronger than that
of its spherical counterpart, Theorem 2.6. Indeed, the former theorem, combined
with Lemma 6.9, implies the existence of an isomorphism (62) directly. In other
words, the additional argument, involving duailization is not necessary.

7. Convolution and twisting for general chiral algebras,
continued

7.1. The goal of this section is to prove Theorem 6.6 and give another inter-
pretation of the map (54), parallel to what was done in Sect. 4 in the spherical
case.

We shall first discuss a generalization of the construction of Proposition 4.8.
Let A be a chiral algebra as in Sect. 4.1, and let {M1,M2} → M3 be a chiral
pairing between A-modules.

Let also F′1,F
′
2,F

′
3 be chiral modules over Dκ,G, and {F′1,F′2} → F′3 be a chiral

pairing.

Proposition-Construction 7.2. In the above situation there exists a naturally
defined chiral pairing

{F′1£̃M1,F
′
2£̃M2} → F′3£̃M3,

compatible with the actions of A and Ag,2κcrit.
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Proof. Each F′i£̃Mi is isomorphic to F′i⊗Mi for i = 1, 2, 3 as a D-module, and we
define the desired pairing as the one coming from (41). The fact that this pairing
is compatible with the action of chiral algebras follows from the construction of
F′i£̃Mi in Sect. 4.7.

¤

By multiplying the terms of the pairing of Proposition-Construction 7.2 by the
chiral Clifford algebra we obtain a chiral pairing of complexes of A-modules:

(63) {C∞
2 (Lg,F

′
1 ⊗M1),C

∞
2 (Lg,F

′
2 ⊗M2)} → C

∞
2 (Lg,F

′
3 ⊗M3).

Let us consider a particular case when F′1 ' DG,κ, F′2 ' F′3 =: F′ and the pair-
ing is given by the chiral action. Assume also that M1 is Jets(G)X -equivariant. In
this case the map M1 → OJets(G)X

⊗M1 induces a map of complexes of A-modules

M1 → C
∞
2 (Lg,F

′
1 ⊗M1).

Lemma 7.3. The resulting chiral pairing

{M1,C
∞
2 (Lg,F

′ ⊗M2)} → C
∞
2 (Lg,F

′ ⊗M3)

coincides with that of (43).

7.4. Let us assume now that in the previous set-up the chiral DG,κ-module F′1
is Jets(G)X -equivariant on the right. Let F′2 and F′3 be both supported at x ∈ X,
and assume that as twisted D-modules on G((t)) they are both I-equivariant on
the right.

Let M1 be Jets(G)X -equivariant, and let M2,M3 be supported at x ∈ X and
I-equivariant. In this case the pairing (63) gives rise to a chiral pairing

(64) {C∞
2

(
Lg; g,F′1 ⊗M1

)
,C

∞
2

(
Lg; h,F′2 ⊗M2

)
} → C

∞
2

(
Lg; h,F′3 ⊗M3

)
.

Let us specialize further the case when M1 ' A, M2 ' M3 := M, with the
chiral pairing being given by the action. Let the terms of {F′1,F′2} → F′3 be those
of (51) for n >> 0. We obtain a chiral pairing

{C∞
2

(
Lg; g, π∗(FV,X−x)⊗A

)
⊗ En,C

∞
2

(
Lg; h, δI,G((t)) ⊗M

)
} →

→ C
∞
2

(
Lg; h, π∗Fl(ZV )⊗M

)

Let us assume now that κ is such that FV,X ? A is acyclic away from cohomo-
logical degree 0. Passing to the 0-th cohomology in the previous expression, we
obtain a functorial chiral pairing

(65) {
(
FV,X−x ? A)⊗ En

)
,M} → h0(ZV ?

I
M),
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such that the action of NE on the LHS goes over to the action of NV on the RHS.

Parallel to the spherical case, we have the following generalization of Theo-
rem 6.6:

Theorem 7.5.

(1) For any M ∈ A-mod I
x the convolution ZV ?

I
M is acyclic away from cohomo-

logical degree 0.

(2) For all n that are large enough, the covariant functor on A-mod x that sends
an object N to the set of chiral pairings

{
(
(FV,X−x ? A)⊗ En

)
,M} → N

is representable by ZV ?
I

M.

The proof of this theorem is based on the following construction. Let

{
(
(FV,X−x ? A)⊗ En

)
,M} → N•

be a chiral pairing of complexes of A-modules, where N• is a strongly Jets(G)X -
equivariant complex.

Then for m >> 0, from (64) we obtain a chiral pairing of complexes

{C∞
2

(
Lg; g, (π∗(FV ∗,X)⊗Em)⊗((FV,X?A)⊗En)

)
,M} → C

∞
2 (Lg; h, π∗Fl(ZV ∗)⊗N•),

and by passing to the 0-th cohomology and composing with δ1,GrG,X
→ FV,X ?

FV ∗,X and Em+n → Em ⊗ En, we obtain a chiral pairing

{(A⊗ Em+n),M} → h0(ZV ∗ ?
I

N•).

Any such pairing factors through Em+n ³ OX , and therefore corresponds to a
map M → h0(FV ∗ ?

I
N•). The rest of the argument repeats that of the the proof

of Theorem 4.14.

8. Appendix: proof of Proposition 2.12

8.1. Let FX be a κ-twisted D-module on GrG,X and let F′X denote its pull-back
to Jetsmer(G)X . Consider the D-module (11,1)!(ωX £ FX) on GrG,X2 . Corre-
sponding to it there is a map

j∗j∗(δ1,GrG,X
£ FX) → ∆!(FX)

of D-modules on GrG,X2 . Lifting this map by means of π we obtain a map

(66) j∗j∗
(
DG,κ £ Γ(Jetsmer(G)X ,F′X)

)
→ ∆!

(
Γ(Jetsmer(G)X ,F′X)

)
.
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Along with Proposition 2.12 we will prove the following:

Proposition 8.2. The map of (66) equals the map corresponding to the chiral
action of DG,κ on Γ(Jetsmer(G)X ,F′X).

Applying this to FX = δ1,GrG,X
, we obtain a description of the chiral bracket

on DG,κ in terms of distributions on Jetsmer(G)X2 .

8.3. Since the chiral algebra DG,κ is generated by OJets(G)X
and Lg,κ, to prove

both Proposition 2.12 and Proposition 8.2, it suffices to show that the two maps
in question coincide when instead of DG,κ, as one of the multiples in the LHS,
we take OJets(G)X

or Lg,κ.

The assertion concerning OJets(G)X
follows tautologically from the definition

of the group ind-scheme Jetsmer(G)X2 . In the case of Lg,κ we shall discuss the
set-up of Proposition 2.12, while the case of Proposition 8.2 is similar. We need
to establish the following:

Let g be any point of G((t))/K and let 11,1(g) be the corresponding section
X → GrG,X;K . The normal to this section, considered as a right D-module on
X − x, has the property that
(67)
N11,1(g)|X−x ' Lg|X−x ⊕ Tg(G((t))/K)⊗ ωX−x and N11,1(g)|x ' Tg(G((t))/K).

In particular, we obtain a map

jx∗j∗x(Lg) → ix!

(
Tg(G((t))/K)

)
,

which is equivalent to a map

g((t)) ' H0
DR(D×

x , Lg) → Tg(G((t))/K).

We need to show that the latter map equals the natural projection

g((t)) ³ g((t))/Tg(G((t))/K),

corresponding to the left action of G((t)) on G((t))/K. Using the above G((t))-
action, we reduce the assertion to the case when g is the unit point of G((t)), in
which case Tg(G((t))/K) ' g((t))/k, where k is the Lie algebra of K.

Thus, we need to show that the map Lg|X−x → N11,1(g)|X−x extends to a map
of D-modules Lg.k → N11,1(g), where

Lg.k := ker
(
jx∗j∗x(Lg) → ix!(g((t))/k)

)
.

This is a direct calculation performed below.
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8.4. Without restriction of generality, we can assume that X is affine, and let
ξ(x1, x2) be a g-valued map on X×X−(∆XtX×x). We will show that ξ(x1, x2)
gives rise to a vertical vector field on GrG,X;K , relative to its projection onto X,
and that the arising normal vector field to the unit section vanishes if and only if
ξ(x1, x2) has no poles at the diagonal, and for any fixed x1 the Laurent expansion
of ξ(x1, ·) at x2 = x, viewed as an element of g((t)), belongs to k. This will imply
the required assertion.

It will be more convenient to use a group-theoretic notation. I.e., we will
think of ξ(x1, x2) as a map X ×X − (∆X tX × x) → G, parameterized by the
scheme of dual numbers. More generally, we will work with a map g(x1, x2) :(
X ×X − (∆X tX × x)

)× S → G for an arbitrary scheme S.

To g(x1, x2) as above we attach an S-valued automorphism of GrG,X;K as
follows. Given a point (x1,PG, β, α) of GrG,X;K we define a new point by leaving
(x1,PG, α) the same, but multiplying β by g(x1, ·), thought of as a G-valued
function on X − (x1 t x).

Applying this automorphism to the unit section of GrG,X;K , the resulting new
S×X-valued point of GrG,X;K will be isomorphic to the initial one if and only if
there exists an S×X-valued automorphism of P0

G, preserving α, and whose value
at any x1 ∈ X equals that of g(x1, ·). But this precisely means that g(x1, x2)
extends regularly to the diagonal and X×x, and the Taylor expansion of g(x1, ·)
around x belongs to K.
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